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Letter from the Editors

Dear readers,

With the COVID-19 infection control measures being tightened and loosened on and off, we seem to 
have become accustomed to this "new norm". Our human brain might have already helped us adjust 
to this series of actions - grabbing a mask before we walk out the door. While moving along with our 
daily routine, we shall not forget what has happened and what is going on as this life-threatening 
disease is still around. Some pieces of history can never bear the risk of falling into oblivion or 
turning what used to be abnormal into this new normal without thinking humanely.

In the last issue, the Hong Kong Student Law Gazette (the “Gazette”) covered how COVID-19 has 
affected the practices of the legal industry. Moving to the second half of 2020, the National Security 
Law opened doors for many discussions. Thus, in this issue, we are glad to have views from an 
experienced legal practitioner in the human rights field - Mr. Mark Daly. On the other end, Hong 
Kong's business environment has been an area full of constant changes, and one prominent change 
traces back to the commencement of the Competition Ordinance in 2014. Six years forward, we now 
have invaluable insights regarding the future of Hong Kong’s competition law from Mr. Brent Snyder 
- the former CEO of the Hong Kong Competition Commission who stepped down in November 
2020.

Student contribution remains a large part of the Gazette’s publishing. As editors-in-chief, we are 
mind-blown by their quality and variety. For sure, every single reader will find a piece that strikes 
their membrane. Of honourable mentions, one has taken the tall task of discussing vaccine product 
liability, an issue of paramount interest for any reader in Hong Kong; others have resorted to 
discussing larger legal and social issues such as the legalisation of same-sex marriage in Hong Kong.

Everything has a first. Just as COVID-19 is still bringing unprecedented changes to our lives, the 
Gazette is for the very first time in its history introducing an “editor’s column”, where editors have 
carefully summarised updates and news from different practice areas of law. You will find big titles 

international horizons, issues related to Brexit and justice in the US are touched on.

While witnessing the changes, let us still embrace them as they are and continue to live courageously, 
as Charles Darwin once stated, 'It is not the strongest of the species that survives, nor the most 
intelligent; it is the one most adaptable to change.' We must change for the good, but also persevere 
with the good habits we have had, in particular, the heart to learn and pursue excellence.

Enjoy reading wherever you are - quarantined in a hotel room alone, or a better case scenario, stuck 
with loved ones. On behalf of the Gazette, we wish you all a Happy Lunar New Year & a Great 2021.

Let's flip the page, shall we!

Best regards,

Amos Xu & James Leung
Editors-in-Chief
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Freedom of Assembly and Demonstration under 
Threat during the Pandemic

INTRODUCTION

The COVID-19 pandemic has become a major threat 
to Hong Kong this year. By the end of November, 
more than 6000 confirmed cases have been reported. 
While the pandemic has caused huge harm to the 
city, the measures the Government uses to combat 
the virus, such as applying Cap 599 Prevention and 
Control of Disease Ordinance, can also be damaging. 
Since Hong Kong’s first confirmed COVID-19 case on 
23 January 2020, the Government has been actively 
using their powers under Cap 599 to make public 
health sub-laws regulating various aspects of people’s 
life. For the following reasons, it can be inferred this 
practice has jeopardised our freedom of assembly and 
demonstration.

POWERS UNDER CAP. 599

The Chief Executive in Council and the Secretary 
for Food and Health are granted extensive power for 
making regulations under Cap 599, ss7 and 8. 

S 8(1) provides that the Chief Executive in Council 
may make regulations “for the purposes of preventing, 
combating or alleviating the effects of the public 
health emergency and protecting public health”. 
S 7(1) provides that the Secretary for Food and 
Health may make regulations “(a) for the purpose of 
preventing the introduction into, the spread in and 
the transmission from, Hong Kong of any disease, 
source of disease or contamination; and (b) for the 
prevention of any disease”.

Any restriction on fundamental rights should be 
examined under the proportionality test, which was 
confirmed by the Court of Final Appeal in Hysan 
Development Co Ltd and Ors v Town Planning Board: 
(i) the Government must have a legitimate aim; 
(ii) the legitimate aim and the restriction must be 
rationally connected; (iii) the restriction must be no 
more than necessary; and (iv) there must be a fair 

balance between the general interest and individual 
rights intruded upon. 

Although protecting public health would be a 
legitimate aim, which is likely to have a rational 
connection with social-distancing regulations, I 
would argue that some restrictions in the public 
health regulations are more than necessary to 
achieve the aim, and some restrictions appear to be 
disproportionate over the time.

PUBLIC HEALTH REGULATIONS MADE 
UNDER CAP 599

By November, eight new regulations under Cap 599 
have been made this year. Cap 599I requires us to 
wear masks in public places. Cap 599F prohibits the 
restaurants to have more than a certain number of 
people per table. Cap 599J mandates targeted groups 
to take COVID-19 test. However, I argue that the most 
intrusive example would be Cap 599G Prevention and 
Control of Disease (Prohibition on Group Gathering) 
Regulation, which introduces a ‘group gathering ban’. 
Since Cap 599G came into force on 29 March 2020, 
the number of persons allowed in a group gathering 
has been limited by the Government in the name of 
disease control. The most relaxed limit was 50, which 
lasted for less than a month from 19 June 2020 to 
14 July 2020. Most of the time, we have to limit our 
gathering to 2 - 4 people (Table 1). 

REGULATIONS IMPOSE BLANKET 
RESTRICTION ON EXERCISING FREEDOM OF 
ASSEMBLY AND DEMONSTRATION

Cap 599G has been used as a tool to restrict 
people’s freedom of assembly, of procession and of 
demonstration enshrined in the Basic Law. Firstly, 
mass demonstration has been prohibited since the 
outbreak of COVID-19. The group gathering ban 
has been repeatedly used by the police as a reason 
for refusing to issue a letter of no objection to any 
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application for a march or rally. For example, the 
annual 1 July march organised by the Civil Human 
Rights Front was banned by the police this year, citing 
contravention of the group gathering ban.

Secondly, even when the organizer of the march was 
willing to impose strict social distancing measures, 
the Government still refused to grant any exemptions. 
In November 2020, the Hong Kong Journalists 
Association (HKJA) tried to get the Chief Secretary’s 
permission for holding a march against the arrest of 
a documentary producer who exposed alleged police 
misconduct. The Chief Secretary refused to grant 
such permission even though the HKJA was willing 
to impose measures that require participants to 
complete real name pre-registrations, wear masks, get 
temperature checks, fill out health declaration forms 
and so on. The lack of exemptions suggests that the 
ban is likely to be a blanket restriction rather than one 
that is proportionate to the risk of the coronavirus 
outbreak.

Thirdly, participants in unauthorised protests 
were issued with Fixed Penalty Notices for alleged 
violation of the group gathering ban. For example, 
on 1 October 2020, the police issued fixed penalty 
notices for suspectedly breaching the group gathering 
ban to more than 20 demonstrators who gathered in 
Causeway Bay in addition to making further arrests.

PROHIBITION TOO HARSH WHEN THE RISK 
OF THE DISEASE OUTBREAK IS LOW

These suppressive measures which stop mass assembly 
and demonstration without any exemptions might be 
justified when there are more than 100 new confirmed 
COVID-19 cases per day, but these measures seem 
to be disproportionate at other times. For example, 

from late September 2020 to early November 2020, 
there have been less than 10 new confirmed cases per 
day most of the time. Local tours of not more than 30 
people, and wedding ceremonies of up to 50 people 
were permitted. However, the four-person group 
gathering limit remained in force. While the data and 
the relaxation of some social distancing measures 
suggest that the risk of community outbreak was 
relatively low, it is hard to justify an extension of the 
stringent group gathering ban for that period of time.

CONCLUSION

COVID-19 could be life threatening. Therefore, it is 
legitimate and necessary for the Government to make 
regulations in order to combat the disease. However, 
such a power should be confined to a proportionate 
boundary. First of all, the Government should 
consider granting exemptions to the public gathering 
ban as far as certain public health standards can be 
met. Secondly, where the risk of the disease outbreak 
is low enough to relax some restrictions such as tour 
operation restrictions, restrictions on mass assembly 
and demonstration should similarly be relaxed. If the 
Government does not restrain itself from imposing 
disproportionate blanket restrictions to our freedom 
of assembly and demonstration, the city will not only 
suffer from the pandemic, but also from the public 
health regulations.
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Product Liability: Vaccine Hesitancy of the COVID-19 
Vaccines in Hong Kong

INTRODUCTION

Following the announcement of the availability 
and supply of the three vaccines namely Sinovac 
Biotech, Fosun Pharma, and AstraZeneca (the 
“vaccines”) by the Hong Kong Government (the “HK 
Government’’), the mass public has had discussions 
with the vaccine’s safety and efficacy. The level of 
attention has been enhanced by a recent case of severe 
allergic reaction of a doctor in the United States (the 
‘U.S.’) who was “inoculated, feeling dizzy and with 
his heart racing” after getting vaccinated.

This paper discusses whether specific law should be 
imposed along with the vaccine hesitancy, which 
leads to the question of product liability in Hong 
Kong. Through the medicolegal lens, the approach 
of the United Kingdom (the ‘U.K.’) and international 
no-fault compensation system will be addressed.

VACCINES HESITANCY: NO SPECIFIC LAW 
IN MEDICAL PRODUCT LIABILITY IN HONG 
KONG

Regrettably, there is no specific law governing medical 
product liability and consumer protection in Hong 
Kong. Insofar as a general product liability claim 
arises, it can only arise by the law of contract, tort of 
negligence and breach of statutory duty. To be more 
specific, waiver of liability comes to the attention of 
the general public intending to take the vaccines. As to 
the discussion of any defects of the medical product, 
parties in manufacturing and distribution of defective 
pharmaceutical products and medical devices are 
responsible for the safety, quality and efficacy of their 
products, including the product registration holder, 
manufacturer, importer and supplier of the product.

LEARNING FROM THE UNITED KINGDOM 
APPROACH

One of the biggest differences between the HK and 
the U.K. approach is that the U.K. Government 

had prepared the legal amendments for vaccine 
authorisation. U.K. Government consulted various 
stakeholders from 28 August to 18 September 2020 
and released the consultation outcome in October, 
ahead of the approval schedule in December 2020. 
However, the HK Government offered no public 
consultation and had been posing conflicting views 
on the liability of the vaccines, which reflects a lack 
of proper preparation. In what follows, we will look 
into the effectiveness of the HK Government’s sole 
executive decisions provided in Cap. 599K Prevention 
and Control of Disease (Use of Vaccines) Regulation 
compared to the U.K. Government’s publicly 
consulted legal amendments.

The Human Medicines (Coronavirus and Influenza) 
(Amendment) Regulations 2020 (S.I 2020/1125) 
in the U.K. amends the current Human Medicines 
Regulations 2012 (S.I 2012/1916) in October 2020 
for the preparation of vaccine to support the rollout 
of the vaccine. In particular, the ‘objective bystander’ 
test and an additional level of reassurance have been 
amended.

In balancing the accountability over negligence in 
safety and testing of pharmaceutical companies, 
and the liability for specific consequences from the 
emergency authorisation of the supply of the vaccine 
adhering to the U.K. Government’s conditions, the 
‘objective bystanders’ test is now based on those 
with “relevant expertise in the subject matter of the 
breach”. By replacing the reference of a ‘reasonable’ 
pharmaceutical company, detailed technical 
evidence on the relevant standards of a reasonable 
pharmaceutical company is no longer required to 
determine the loss of immunity. It means that the 
extended immunity given to the pharmaceutical 
company will be forfeited if there are any sufficiently 
serious breaches of the conditions set by the authority. 
It also has a lower burden of proof as it ensures 
only those who are “wholly or partly responsible” 
for a breach lose their immunity, rather than every 
personnel in the supply chain.

Venus W.Y. LAM & Vanessa M.Y. WONG
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However, HK laws do not offer the same level of 
clarity on the test of liability targeting the emergency 
authorisation of the novel vaccine in this regard. 
Section 10 of Cap. 599K in HK explains the 
jurisdiction and immunity. Under Subsection (2) of 
the provision, “the person is not civilly liable for any 
loss or damage caused to the recipient by an act done 
or omitted to be done by the person in good faith in 
relation to the administration of the vaccine to the 
extent that the loss or damage results from any risk 
as to the safety of the administration of the vaccine 
attributable to the intrinsic property of the vaccine 
as manufactured.” Instead of covering the liability, 
the provision excludes the liability of certain parties. 
It does not explicitly disclose the burden of proof 
which can help the public to understand the scope of 
immunity clearly. 

NO-FAULT COMPENSATION SYSTEMS

The HK Government has planned to introduce an 
indemnity fund to provide support to the citizens 
injured by the vaccines. As this is not a familiar topic 
in Hong Kong, many may question whether it is 
fair to pool public funds for the wrongdoings of the 
private pharmaceutical manufacturers.

Looking into the common international practice, the 
Vaccine Injury Compensation Programmes (“VICPs”) 
are the no-fault compensation funds in widespread 
use across strongly developed vaccine markets with 
as many as 19 jurisdictions already having a system in 
place, as of 2010. These compensation programmes 
exempt vaccine injury from tortious claims and 
become publicly administered.

Under the principle of no-fault compensation, it 
recognises inevitable or unintended medical injuries 
to be compensated based on merit. Traditional tort 
litigation is premised on the punitive and deterrent 
effect against doing harm. It is less time-consuming 
and less expensive by adopting “a fixed table of 
vaccine-associated injuries or an administrative or 
judicial review of each case”.

In such difficult times, these funds provide 
an important layer of protection for private 
pharmaceutical manufacturers to minimise the 
legal burden and to stimulate and quicken vaccine 
innovation, so that they can keep the costs reasonable 
for public vaccination. With appropriate and constant 
reviews by experts, these public funds can act as 
one of the tactics showing the confidence from the 
government on such novel technology for mass 
vaccination and instil public trust.

CONCLUSION

The consideration of both product liability should 
be contemporaneous with each other. The general 
tort of negligence relying on case law may not be 
sufficient to cover the specific technicality of a novel 
vaccine. Without clarification of the specific law and 
burden of proof to be imposed of the test of liability, 
the amount of uncertainty clouds the trust among all 
parties. It is submitted that indemnity funds should 
not be viewed as an ultimate boost but a contingent 
solution to instil public confidence. Comparatively, 
even if it is ostensible that the HK Government 
has taken references from the U.K. approach, it is 
considered reactive instead of proactive in view of 
its manner towards vaccine hesitancy. The lack of 
proactive consultation across all stakeholders may 
cause vaccine hesitancy. Nonetheless, due to the 
time constraint, setting up a 12-expert panel vetting 
the quality of the vaccine may be the best reactive 
measure in the attempt of offering a balanced view.
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Regulating Cyberspace Misinformation in the Era of 
COVID-19: Lessons from Foreign Jurisdictions 

INTRODUCTION

The criminalization of fake news has become a hotly 
debated topic in recent years. The crux of the issue is 
whether fake news is promulgated through opinion 
and ignorance (“misinformation”) or is instead purely 
intentional (“disinformation”). In either case, most 
common law jurisdictions have traditionally been 
reluctant to impose legislative restrictions out of respect 
for free speech or expression rights. 

Considering the COVID-19 pandemic, a stricter 
approach may be required to prevent societal harm, 
at least where disinformation is concerned. Singapore 
has adopted particularly harsh methods through the 
Protection from Online Falsehoods and Manipulation Act 
(POFMA), under which offenders may be liable for a 
S$50,000 fine and imprisonment for five years. Despite 
its clarity as a dedicated disinformation law, the POFMA 
has generated considerable controversy: at what point 
is an online statement disinformation and not merely a 
misinformed opinion? 

Hong Kong has yet to pass a dedicated law and may thus 
learn from the Singaporean experience. I  argue that 
while such a law is necessary, more useful alternatives 
exist. In particular, corporate regulation of media 
platforms limits legislative infringement on speech 
rights, while lifting the burden of self-policing from the 
individual. 

MISINFORMATION REGULATION IN HONG 
KONG 

Arrests of individuals relating to COVID-19 fake news 
have revealed significant flaws in the current Hong Kong 
law. There is a dearth of regulation relating to online 
misinformation in general, let alone misinformation 
in the context of the current pandemic. Authorities 
currently rely on Section 20(b) of the  Summary Offences 
Ordinance (Cap 228) (SOO) to make arrests, which 
states that any person is liable for an HKD$1000 fine 
and 2 months’ imprisonment, who “sends by any such 
means any message, which he knows to be false, for the 
purpose of causing annoyance, inconvenience or needless 
anxiety to any other person.” Yet, the SOO is an archaic 
law forced into a modern application. Its inception 
predates the modern internet by over half a century.

Reliance on the SOO follows a previous Court of Final 
Appeal ruling in 2019. In Secretary for Justice v  Cheng Ka 
Yee [2019] 2 HKC 521, the Court found that Section 161 
of the Crimes Ordinance (Cap 200) (CO) cannot apply 
to dishonest use of one’s own computer or smartphone. 
The CO had been the  Secretary for Justice v Cheng 
Ka Yee [2019] 2 HKC 521, 537. Government’s “go-to 
offense” for online crimes. This decision complicated 
the enforcement of internet laws and forced the use of 
the SOO as a less preferable workaround.

Several SOO-related arrests have already taken place in 
2020. In February, one man was taken into custody after 
falsely claiming a virus outbreak in Kowloon in an online 
audio message. A second man’s apartment was raided 
in July after he spread false rumors about government 
COVID-19 policy, yet specific details about this arrest 
were not released to the public. The opaqueness of the 
SOO’s application does little to reassure a city that is still 
reeling from the after-effects of the anti-government 
protests. It also leads to uncertainty and potentially 
another challenge in the same vein as Cheng Ka Yee. 
Were that the case, the courts could very well find for 
the hypothetical applicant, again setting back pandemic 
management. 

With health risks and uncertainty at an all-time high, 
it seems that Hong Kong should finally implement a 
dedicated piece of legislation like Singapore, even at 
the risk of infringing free expression. The government 
would certainly be justified in doing so: at least then, 
restrictions would be less vague even if they may still 
be draconian. Indeed, lawmaker Charles Mok notes 
that in Hong Kong, legislative vagueness is often a  
conduit for “selective enforcement” of laws, leading to 
an exacerbation of societal fear.

However, the question is whether subtler alternatives 
exist that may be equally effective – for this, we now 
turn to a comparative analysis. 

FOREIGN LIMITATIONS ON SPEECH 

Freedom of speech or expression is cherished in liberal-
democratic societies, but it is not an absolute right. The 
respected approach under the International Covenant on 
Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) holds that it may be 
restricted, inter alia, on grounds of protection of public 
order, health, or morals. Most Western jurisdictions have 
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adopted this approach into their legal systems. Canadian 
courts have upheld restrictions where hate speech is 
concerned following R v Keegstra [1990] 3 SCR 697, 
where the defendant’s active promotion of antisemitic 
views was ruled prohibitable, despite broad freedom 
of expression under the Canadian Charter of Rights 
and Freedoms Section 2(b). Similarly, in Hong Kong, 
Bokhary PJ clarified in HKSAR v Ng Kung Siu [1999] 3 
HKLRD 907 that the specific mode of expression (flag-
burning in that case) is to be limited, not the content.

The United States famously deviates from the ICCPR 
approach in its maximal interpretation of speech rights, 
but that does not imply that there are no effective 
restrictions. De facto restrictions exist where American 
social media and telecommunications corporations 
readily self-police user-generated content. For example, 
the aggregator website Reddit will “quarantine” 
subforums (“subreddits”) associated with political 
extremism, disinformation, and other illegal content. 
This policy has nevertheless sparked controversy of a 
“slippery slope” into political bias, or nefarious ulterior 
motives, particularly after the banning of pro-Trump 
subreddit r/The_Donald in June 2020. A subsequent 
exodus of users to alternative, far-right platforms 
such as Voat arguably further inflamed political 
polarization, thus lending credence to the criticism. In 
response, the most common refrain has been that the 
US Constitution’s First Amendment only applies to 
government censorship: thus, American social media 
platforms are free to regulate their own content as they 
see fit.

Notwithstanding the controversy, the American 
approach may provide insight into a tempered approach 
towards misinformation in Hong Kong. On the one 
hand, permitting free-flowing dissemination of fake 
news is highly undesirable during the current COVID-19 
health crisis: popular concepts such as the “marketplace 
of ideas” and “sunlight as the best disinfectant” have 
long lost their practicability as an efficient filter for bad 
ideas. After all, the virus waits for no one. On the other 
hand, basic speech rights must be upheld as a bulwark 
against irrational authoritarianism. While the American 
approach obviously cannot be applied outright in Hong 
Kong, the concept of corporate-driven self-policing may 
be a useful alternative against enforcing current outdated 
legislation. It effectively shifts responsibility from 
individuals to corporations that control media outlets. 
Such self-policing could arise out of incentivization or 
corporate social responsibility. 

TECHNOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS 

Nonetheless, we should be careful not to overstate 
corporations’ ability to self-regulate. Although social 
media algorithms are powerful and adaptable, they are 
not infallible – any search engine optimization expert 

knows this all too well. Simply put, an algorithm can 
be gamed because its underlying business model ranks 
and displays content based on popularity. Colorful, 
inflammatory, and even flagrantly  deceptive language 
may score higher as they generate more “clicks.” This 
system naturally lends itself to abuse. 

Social media platforms are aware of the problem and 
have implemented measures to combat misinformation, 
but their effectiveness is debatable. Google has notably 
created a Fact Check Tool,  which nevertheless lacks 
complete integration into its primary search function. 
Fact-checking requires frequent human oversight, 
which is at a disadvantage compared to the automated 
efficiency of algorithms. Furthermore, social media 
platforms will zealously guard their algorithms’ secrecy. 
Tom  Wheeler, a proponent of greater legislative 
intervention, argues that platforms should be required 
to make their algorithmic results available to third-
party investigators through application programming 
interface (API) integration. However, such measures are 
punitive rather than incentive-based and will likely face 
substantial resistance.

CONCLUSION

Fake news and misinformation fall under freedom 
of expression or speech rights, which are normally 
protected in liberal-democratic societies, including 
Hong Kong. However, such rights are not absolute 
and may be restricted in limited circumstances. 
Grave societal health risks associated with the current 
COVID-19 pandemic constitute such a circumstance. 
The question, then, is how to implement restrictions 
in a way that respects basic speech rights as much as 
possible.

One possibility is to implement dedicated misinformation 
law: up until now, Hong Kong legislation on this 
matter has been severely outdated. However, I argue a 
superior alternative exists in the form of corporate self-
policing of online social media platforms, which may 
circumvent legal issues between individuals and the 
state by shifting the onus onto corporations. Although 
corporate self-policing has shown appreciable success 
within the American context, it is not infallible due to 
technological limitations and will thus require oversight 
and adjustments if implemented in Hong Kong.
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Is the legitimate aim to protect ‘traditional marriage’ 
an impediment to the legalisation of same-sex marriage 
in Hong Kong?

INTRODUCTION

In Leung Chun Kwong v Secretary for Civil Service 
(2019) 22 HKCFAR 127, the Court of Final Appeal 
(“CFA”) ruled in favour of the applicant and found 
both the decisions made by the Civil Service Bureau 
and the Inland Revenue Department unconstitutional. 
Some may wonder if Hong Kong is in fact moving 
towards recognizing same-sex marriage as a result 
of Leung. Arthur Chen (2019) argued in his article 
that despite it being a precedent beneficial to future 
judicial challenges on discriminatory laws, Leung is 
nonetheless an indirect setback to legalizing same-
sex marriage in Hong Kong. Most notably, it was 
held in Leung that the protection of the institution 
of marriage is a legitimate aim, and the government 
only failed because of their inability to draw a rational 
connection between the aim and the differential 
treatment. This article argues that while Leung might 
have seemingly impeded the legalisation of same-
sex marriage by reaffirming the legitimate aim, it is 
the notion of ‘traditional marriage’ that is inherently 
flawed. This article also argues that the right to marry 
is protected by the Bill of Rights Ordinance (“BORO”) 
and everyone irrespective of their sexual orientation 
should be able to exercise such right under Articles 22 
and 37 of BORO. 

THE FRAILTY OF THE LEGITIMATE AIM TO 
PROTECT THE INSTITUTION OF MARRIAGE

Legally speaking, one of the largest impediments to 
the legalisation of same-sex marriage in Hong Kong 
is the legitimate aim of protecting the institution of 
marriage. Courts across various jurisdictions have in 
multiple judgements reaffirmed the legitimacy of such 
an aim, for instance in Ghaidan v Godin-Mendoza 
[2004] UKHL 30. Chen argued that such legitimate 
aim is well-settled, thus making the legalization of 
same-sex marriage exceptionally challenging in Hong 
Kong. In Ghadian, Lady Hale made it clear that the 
‘protection’ of traditional families is to encourage 
people to form traditional families and discourage 

people from forming others. Nonetheless, in the same 
judgement, she also stated that it is difficult to see how 
denying homosexual couples from receiving spousal 
benefits would encourage the formation of traditional 
families. Under the same principle, perhaps it is also 
difficult to see any correlation between denying 
homosexual couples the right to marry and the 
formation of traditional families, especially when 
sexuality is an inherent characteristic that cannot be 
altered.

Further, the notion of what constitutes traditional 
marriage is inherently flawed. Marco Wan (2020) 
argued that the idea of heterosexual marriage being a 
historic institution that is fundamental to procreation 
is not unique in Hong Kong. However, this is 
especially problematic given Hong Kong’s unique 
history. The fact that section 40 of the Marriage 
Ordinance (“MO”) only accepts ‘Christian marriage’ 
as the sole form of marriage is in itself ahistorical. This 
tradition of Christian marriage was merely imposed 
by the British governance and was not entrenched 
in any way. Wan further argued that heterosexual 
marriage between one man and one woman is ‘an 
invention of tradition’ caused by repetition over time. 
Indeed, Hong Kong’s marriage system is not one of 
long tradition but one that adapts and evolves around 
its environment over time. Polygamy was a form of 
traditional marriage, which had nevertheless ended 
in Hong Kong after the passage of the Marriage Act 
of 1971. 

Some may further argue that the foundation of 
protecting the institution of marriage is procreation. 
The Government argued in Infinger v Hong Kong 
Housing Authority [2020] 1 HKLRD 1188 that 
procreation aligns with the ongoing demographic 
challenges concerning the aging population in Hong 
Kong, thus the institution of traditional marriage 
must be preserved. Perhaps it is true that procreation 
is important to tackle Hong Kong’s demographic 
challenges, however, it was settled in Goodwin v 
United Kingdom (2002) 35 EHRR 447 that procreation 
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should no longer be considered the sole purpose of 
marriage. This case was affirmed in W v Registrar 
of Marriages (2013) 16 HKCFAR 112 in support of 
the idea that marriage is not only about procreation. 
Ma CJ and Ribeiro PJ explained in their judgement 
in W, ‘the institution of marriage has evolved so that 
in contemporary society, the importance attributed by 
Ormrod J to procreation as the essential constituent of 
a Christian marriage has much diminished… While 
many in society will still no doubt regard procreation 
as of great importance to a marriage, many others will 
take a different view. Many people now marry without 
having children, while many others have children 
without getting married, neither group attracting social 
opprobrium’. It was contended in W that heterosexual 
couples who are unwilling or unable to procreate 
would not be banned from getting married. If the 
same principle is to be applied, then the fact that 
homosexual couples could not procreate should not 
hinder them from getting married. 

AN INFRINGEMENT OF EQUALITY 

Article 23(4) of the International Covenant on Civil 
and Political Rights (“ICCPR”) provides that ‘states 
parties to the present Covenant shall take appropriate 
steps to ensure equality of rights and responsibilities 
of spouses as to marriage.’ Similarly, Article 19(4) 
of BORO also states that ‘spouses shall have equal 
rights and responsibilities as to marriage.’ In Joslin et 
al v New Zealand Communication No. 902/1999, two 
lesbian couples challenged the constitutionality of 
New Zealand’s marital law, which did not recognize 
same-sex marriage back then. The applicants 
submitted a communication to the United Nation 
Human Rights Committee (“UNHRC”) claiming that 
the marital law in New Zealand violated their rights 
under Article 23 (Right to marriage) and Article 26 
(Right to equality) of the ICCPR. UNHRC found no 
breach of the ICCPR and interpreted Article 23(2) to 
only require states to recognize marriages between 
men and women. UNHRC also further stated that a 
state’s ‘mere refusal to provide for marriage between 
homosexual couples’ was not a violation of Article 26. 

However, according to UNHRC General Comment 
No. 18, Article 26 is a standalone provision with the 
purpose to ensure any law is free from discrimination 
and that equality is enshrined. Article 26 is not 
only limited to the rights listed in the ICCPR but 
encompasses every piece of legislation enacted by the 
States Parties. Kristie Bluett (2020) argued that the 
legal maxim lex specialis was not applied appropriately 
and that the decision was inconsistent with the 
UNHRC’s previous stance on Article 26. Indeed, 

if we look at Article 26 as an overarching provision 
that prohibits discrimination in any law, it is difficult 
to see how Article 23(2) as a right guaranteed under 
ICCPR is not bound by Article 26. 

Further, the right to equality is an absolute right that 
cannot be infringed. Differential treatment can only 
be justified if it passes the justification test. It is well 
settled that sexuality is within the category of ‘sex’ 
and ‘other status’ of Article 22 (see Ghaidan, Toonen 
v Australia Communication No. 488/1992; Young v 
Australia Communication No 941/2000). In Kong 
Yungming v Director of Social Welfare [2012] 4 HKC 
180, the court further distinguished two categories 
of impugned grounds under Article 22 of BORO. It 
was held that if the ground is a personal characteristic 
inherent to the individual, for example, race, gender, 
and sexual orientation, a higher standard of review 
shall apply. In contrast, if the alleged infringed 
ground is based on general social and economic 
considerations, only a rational justification is required 
in justifying the differential treatment. Hence, the 
court is likely to scrutinize with great intensity when 
an alleged equality infringement concerns sexuality.

Section 40 of the MO explicitly states that every 
marriage has to be a Christian marriage or a civil 
equivalence of it, which implies a union for life 
between one man and one woman to the exclusion 
of others. Although MO applies to all, it is an indirect 
discrimination that puts members of the LGBTQ+ 
community in a much less favorable condition. The 
MO essentially deprives members of the LGBTQ+ 
community of their right to marry, a right that is 
guaranteed by the ICCPR and BORO. Community 
consensus can hardly be factored into consideration 
that prevents the courts from upholding the right to 
marry for all, as the very purpose of an independent 
judiciary is to protect minorities from the tyranny 
of the majority. It is therefore incomprehensible 
why Article 26 of the ICCPR, as well as Article 22 of 
BORO, does not govern the MO, and more difficult 
to see why the courts would allow such an apparent 
infringement on equality for virtually no societal 
gain.
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Rule of Law v Rule by Law

INTRODUCTION

What is the difference between rule of law and 
rule by law? I argue that the rule of law embraces 
a rationalist approach, whereas the rule by law is 
inherently voluntarist. I then suggest that rationalism 
and voluntarism express two specular conceptions 
of autonomy. My aim is to expose how these notions 
give rise to tensions, contentions, and at times open 
struggles.

RATIONALISM V VOLUNTARISM

Rule of law and rule by law share the fundamental 
assumption that for people to enjoy an orderly and 
peaceful life in society, no one should be above the 
law. They do diverge, and quite significantly so, in 
relation to sources and application of the law, because 
rule of law and rule by law subscribe to diametrically 
opposite principles. The rule of law is the expression 
of the rationalist principle. For the present purpose, 
rationalism can be defined as the principle for which 
there is some superior underlying universal reason 
that society can collectively discover and formalise 
through/formulate in the law. Accordingly, a given 
rule acquires the force of law because it reflects 
such superior reason as understood and practiced 
by society. In other words, the legislature enacts the 
law because its content and scope pursue the good 
of society at large. Aiming at the good of society, 
the application of the law will seek to minimise any 
interference to the individual or social way of life; 
when any such interference does occur, Courts of law 
will subject it to scrutiny: is the law rational in all of 
its aspects? Is the source of law valid? Is the procedure 
through which it came into force proper? Is its aim 
legitimate? Is its scope necessary? And so on. In 
contrast, the rule by law manifests the voluntarist 
principle, which is the prioritisation of will over 
reason: the only truth is what the will wants, what 
the will asserts for itself. Voluntarism thus makes 
the assumption that the will of the sovereign always 
represents what is good for society – regardless 
of who is sovereign, i.e., the people, a king, etc. 

Therefore, a given rule is intrinsically good because 
it is commanded as law. Put differently, the law is 
good because the legislature enacted it for the good 
of society. Any deriving interference in the individual 
or social way of life is to be considered necessary and 
Courts of law should exercise their judicial power to 
enforce the law because of the common pursuit of 
societal good.

To fully appreciate the stark difference between rule 
of law and rule by law, one ought to observe the 
consequences, which become visible when the law is 
violated. The rule of law’s rationalist principle builds 
on two crucial points. First, as no one – not even 
an enlightened legislator – will ever possess perfect 
and absolute rationality, the rule of law admits the 
possibility that the legislator could be wrong or that 
the application of the law did not work as intended. 
Second, as the lawmakers enact laws for the good 
of society, it is admitted that no one is better suited 
to determine what is good than members of society 
themselves. Hence, individuals or groups can seek 
remedies whenever a law causes detriment to their 
actual good. Therefore, the eventual violation of a law 
results in the careful scrutiny of that law and the Courts 
can eventually dis-apply or even void it because the 
legislator neither desires an irrational law nor wants 
to cause detriment to society. The situation is radically 
different when it comes to the rule by law. Given that 
the law is the direct expression of what the legislator 
wants, any violation of the law automatically results 
in an act of defiance against the will and authority of 
the legislator himself. Furthermore, the assumption is 
that only the legislator has the necessary knowledge 
and understanding to identify and determine what is 
good for the society. Therefore, any violation of the 
law is regarded as an attack on the good of society, 
which Courts are under an obligation to punish.

A MATTER OF AUTONOMY

Suppose rationalism and voluntarism are two 
different conceptions of autonomy. In its basic sense, 
autonomy means having the power to self-regulate. 
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This is different from self-determination because the 
latter is about determining a (political) form, whereas 
self-regulating involves deciding which (legal) rules 
apply within that form. The two are therefore strictly 
interconnected because their chronological order is 
not immediately given. Voluntarism assumes there 
is first the form: autonomy is thus a concession 
bound to inhabit the limits provided by the form 
itself. Contrarily, rationalism believes self-ruling 
can progressively shape the outer form, so that 
self-determination is only the outer side of internal 
autonomy. Seen this way, one can imagine self-
determination and autonomy as the two sides of a 
wall. From either side, the wall will appear as both 
protection and limitations. Depending on which side 
of the wall one stands, pressure from the outside to 
the inside will result in interference, whereas pressure 
from the inside to the outside will be perceived as 
insubordination or rebellion.

At every level, from the single individual to the global, 
the world is a field of tension and struggles between 
contrasting forces that run along the autonomy/
self-determination divide. Through the course 
of life, every person will experience the friction 
between the internal autonomy and the external 
self-determination, all the more because the divide 
between the two is porous and the outer determination 
is never fully independent: most people do not get to 
choose their name, their family, their socio-economic 
extraction. Everyone struggles to achieve his or her 
ambitions against the pushback of the society around 
them. No one lives in a social vacuum, we are all 
the results of complex webs of social relations. This 
is equally true on the global plain: no state is fully 
autonomous when it comes to internal affairs; and no 
country is fully the result of pure self-determination 
either because their geopolitical status is the result 
of negotiations and struggles with the other states. 
Therefore, the world looks as if it was made of many 
colliding spheres, each with an internal and external 
profile. One way of imagining these multiple spheres 
is to envision a Russian Doll made of unstable pieces: 
each one is pushing both inwardly and outwardly on 
the other, trying – at the same time – both to break 
free and not to get knuckled under. It is then a game 
of power and opportunity: fragile pieces will self-
restrain and resist by staying within their allocated 
space; in turn, stronger pieces will seek to expand 
their respective spheres of domination.

CONCLUSION

What is the difference between rule of law and rule 
by law? The rationalist posture of the rule of law 

intends autonomy as a bottom-up force that moves 
from within and shapes the form. Therefore, it 
conceives life as an expanding sphere of freedom: 
everyone is not only free to do whatever is not 
explicitly prohibited, but can also defy and challenge 
prohibitions where they are not fully rational. The 
voluntarist mode of the rule by law regards autonomy 
as a top-down concession (octroyer). Consequently, 
it affords freedom only within and throughout the 
sphere of prescribed rules, thus equating freedom 
with wilful obedience. It celebrates the ethics of duty. 
Preference for rule of law or rule by law is a matter 
of history and culture. Throughout the West, the 
modern age has established the empire of rationality, 
but the resurgence of populism and authoritarianism 
is also taking back voluntarism.
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Should Hong Kong Law allow Enforcement of Foreign 
Non-money Judgment?

INTRODUCTION

Enforcing foreign non-money judgments offer 
certain benefits, including comity, globalization, 
reciprocity and retaliation with foreign states, 
promotion of international trade with free movement 
of judgments, efficient use of judicial resources by 
reducing re-litigation and “encouraging the parties to 
resolve all issues in the first set of proceedings”, res 
judicata and preventing abuse of process, fairness to 
plaintiffs as “delay in re-litigation can lead to further 
loss”. Therefore, more jurisdictions, including those 
under common law, for example, Canada, New 
Zealand, Australia, the US, Jersey and Cayman Island, 
commence recognizing more foreign non-money 
decrees. 

However, HK and English common law currently do 
not generally allow foreign non-money judgments to 
be enforced locally. In light of recent developments, 
this writing explores how our law should change by 
drawing analysis from other jurisdictions such as 
Canada, Australia and New Zealand. 

CANADA

The most notable case is the Supreme Court of 
Canada’s decision in Pro Swing Inc. v. Elta Golf Inc. The 
case concerned whether a foreign US consent decree 
and contempt order were enforceable in Ontario. 
The majority of the Supreme Court (“SC”) found the 
contempt order unenforceable because the “intended 
territorial scope of the injunctive relief in the consent 
order is uncertain” and the contempt order was quasi-
criminal by nature, which breached the common law 
requirement that a foreign judgment must not be 
penal in nature if it is to be enforceable. Nonetheless, 
the SC expanded the law to allow enforcement of the 
foreign non-money judgment, e.g., injunctions and 
specific performance. 

The court stressed the requirement of clarity and 
finality for enforcing foreign equitable reliefs, while 

leaving open the question of whether there are new 
defences after the change. The concern of clarity 
may be related to one traditional concern over 
enforcement of foreign non-money judgments i.e. the 
enforcing court’s ability in determining the scope or 
ambiguity in the foreign orders, which may intervene 
the foreign ruling, The foreign court is also better 
placed to interpret its own order.

In light of the Canadian example, HK courts may 
similarly consider such drastic development to 
allow enforcement of foreign non-money judgment. 
However, it is unlikely for our courts to depart 
drastically from the well-established common law 
rules because of vague policy reasons such as that 
in Pro Swing, i.e. for commercial needs arising from 
globalization, quoting a prior significant decision of 
the same court, which laid down a real and substantial 
connection within the jurisdiction test.

The reluctance to depart drastically can be referenced 
to the incremental approach taken by the English court, 
for example, in Rubin v Eurofinance, where the UKSC 
rejected the argument that established Discey rules 
on jurisdiction test be displaced by some “discretion 
of the English court to assist the foreign court” in 
bankruptcy proceeding nor to follow Canadian 
expansive approach in Morguard. In support, the 
court also cited In re Flightlease (Ireland) Ltd  for their 
rejection of the real and substantial connection test, 
partly because the SC of Ireland considered “it would 
be preferable for any change in the rules relating to 
the enforcement of foreign judgments to take place 
in the context of international consensus by way of 
treaty or convention by legislation.” It is proposed, 
therefore, judicial innovation is better substituted by 
legislative intervention when such radical change is 
involved.

AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND

In Australia, there is a separate statutory regime, 
the Foreign Judgments Act 1991. Ss5(6) and (7) 
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allow enforcement of foreign non-money judgment, 
which alters the common law position that  foreign 
judgment must be a fixed money judgment so as to 
be enforceable at domestic courts. Ss5(6) expresses 
that enforcement of such has to be based on 
“substantial reciprocity of treatment will be assured 
in relation to the enforcement in that country of all 
or some non-money judgments given in Australian 
courts”. So far no enforcement regulations for foreign 
jurisdictions have been made in respect of ss5(6) and 
(7), “since Australia’s approach hinges on reciprocity 
and few other common law jurisdictions currently 
would enforce its non-monetary judgments.”   

Similarly, New Zealand by its Reciprocal Enforcement 
of Judgments Act 1934 ss3B and 10 allows reciprocal 
enforcement of foreign non-money judgments. 
Nonetheless, so far no such order has been made 
to enable the sections to take effect.  Therefore, 
a reciprocal approach only succeeds if more 
jurisdictions trust one other enough to enforce the 
non-money judgment. 

The benefit of the arrangements is that it encourages 
foreign states to enforce the judgments by changing 
their laws. Alternatively, the international community 
may work together towards a common goal (e.g. 
Hague Conventions), or HK should take the initiative 
to conclude some bilateral arrangements on both 
sides, to serve as the first-step by enforcing foreign 
non-money judgments in some countries which we 
place trust in their law and institution. Conclusion 
of bilateral treaties ensures quality of enforceable 
judgments with closer cooperation and supervision 
among jurisdictions.

FINALIZED APPROACH

In formulating the right approach for legal 
amendment, contra-enforcement factors are 
considered, including territorial sovereignty, distrust 
of other jurisdictions’ laws and judicial systems, no 
equivalent non-money remedy in the enforcing 
state, need to investigate into merits to determine 
the scope and applicability of the foreign order due 
to the invasive nature of non-money orders opposed 
to money orders (require individuals to act or refrain 
from acting), cost implication of requiring domestic 
courts to supervise to ensure compliance, ‘oppressive’ 
enforcement in multiple foreign courts and need of 
protecting third parties affected e.g. banks.

The first two concerns are less relevant in a 
bilateral agreement context, as both jurisdictions, 
acknowledging the impacts on their respective 

sovereignty, nonetheless, consent to conclude an 
arrangement of reciprocal enforcement. The third 
may be dealt with by agreement to determine the 
scope of the arrangement, e.g., which types of orders 
are enforceable, what are the enforcement conditions 
that require finality or not. There is some uncertainty 
on the fourth. Arguably, the need to investigate may 
be substantially reduced in a bilateral context, as 
eliminated by reciprocal legislation requiring only 
straightforward registration once some easy hurdle 
is overcome. Nevertheless, states may feel policy 
like interest of justice warrants judicial scrutiny of 
the scope and applicability of each foreign decree, 
especially when the states are still experimenting with 
the bilateral approach and trust level among them 
are not high. This, and the fifth concern, may also 
deter states from concluding a full-fledged expansive 
agreement, or any agreement at all. After all, the choice 
is on the discretion of states which may have different 
priorities and policy concerns. On the last concern, 
oppression alone is not a defense at common law but 
abuse of process may be pleaded by defendants or 
third parties joined to the enforcement action e.g., if 
fraud is pleaded. It was suggested that the issue can be 
alleviated by domestic court’s self-restraint in issuing 
worldwide orders, e.g., demand undertaking of the 
plaintiff not to seek enforcement anywhere without 
its express consent before granting the order, or 
enforcing court admits evidence of certain recognized 
behaviors as sufficiently oppressive for it to exercise 
discretion against enforcement. Therefore, the final 
concern may be adequately dealt with by local efforts 
of courts and legislature in formulating and applying 
these conditions. 

CONCLUSION

In line with a growing trend of common law 
jurisdictions allowing more enforcement of foreign 
non-money judgments, HK may consider expanding 
its laws to allow such development. In light of the 
development in Australia and New Zealand and the 
conservative approach of our courts, the suggested 
approach for HK is to sign bilateral agreements. This 
can streamline transregional judicial enforcement.
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The Long Anticipated Corporate Rescue Bill is Almost Here 

INTRODUCTION

In March 2020, the Financial Services and the Treasury 
Bureau (“FSTB”) confirmed that after a two-decade 
lull, the Companies (Corporate Rescue) Bill (“the 
Bill”) would be revived in the 2020-2021 Legislative 
Council session. There was some reservation by legal 
professionals as to whether this intention would 
materialize after three failed attempts to pass the 
Bill between 2001 and 2014. However, in November 
2020, the Hong Kong Government had officially 
entered the final stages of drafting the Bill, seeking 
to reform Hong Kong’s corporate rescue regime. 
The Bill implements, inter alia, a statutory corporate 
rescue procedure called provisional supervision. This 
proposed rescue procedure offers relief to companies 
who have seen their businesses adversely impacted by 
the Covid-19 pandemic in 2020.

Therefore, this article explores two central questions. 
First, why does Hong Kong’s corporate rescue regime 
require an urgent reform? Second, how will the timely 
introduction of provisional supervision help fix the 
existing limitations?

TWO CURRENT OPTIONS 

A company in financial distress may pursue either a 
workout or a scheme of arrangement. 

A workout is a non-statutory form of debt 
rescheduling. It involves a privately made contractual 
agreement between parties, the company and all its 
creditors, to amend existing debt obligations. This can 
include rescheduling the repayment date or providing 
further security for the debt. Essentially, a workout 
looks like a compromise because the debtor company 
and creditors voluntarily come together to restructure 
the debt in the hope that the outcome will benefit 
both parties. Notably, a voluntary workout provides 
additional flexibility because it does not require court 
involvement and is significantly cheaper compared 
to other formal mechanisms such as a scheme of 
arrangement. However, for a workout to be effective, 

all creditors have to agree to it. The FSTB has stated 
that a workout’s “successful implementation depends 
entirely on voluntary cooperation.” Therefore, a 
creditor who does not agree to the workout is not 
prevented from pursuing enforcement actions, such 
as submitting a petition to wind up the company. 
Consequently, workouts are only effective in 
achieving a corporate rescue of a distressed company 
where there is cooperation from all creditors. 

An alternate method of achieving a corporate rescue 
in Hong Kong is through a scheme of arrangement 
under Part 13 Division 2 of the Companies Ordinance 
(Cap. 622). Such schemes can be formulated 
between the company and its creditors to modify the 
creditors’ legal rights regarding the company’s debt. 
Once certain formalities are met and the scheme 
is sanctioned by the court, the compromise made 
between the company and its creditors is binding on 
both parties. Notably, the scheme of arrangement 
procedure is both technical and expensive. However, 
the primary inadequacy of this method is that the 
procedure does not create a moratorium to protect the 
company from winding-up petitions while it is in the 
course of reaching a compromise with its creditors. 
The lack of moratorium during the preparation 
period leading up to the sanction of a scheme makes 
the company vulnerable to adverse actions by a 
single uncooperative creditor. This only increases 
uncertainty for a distressed company and reduces the 
value of pursuing a rescue plan in the first place.  

SIGNIFICANCE OF PROVISIONAL 
SUPERVISION 

The introduction of provisional supervision under 
today’s Covid-stricken market will bring welcome 
improvements. This mechanism would allow for a 
prompt intervention to improve a company’s financial 
situation before it further deteriorates. 

Provisional supervision may be initiated by the 
company, the company’s liquidator, or provisional 
liquidator if they are of the view that the company 
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is insolvent or is likely to become insolvent. At this 
stage, the cooperation of the major secured creditors 
is paramount because the company needs to obtain 
the support of these creditors before the initiation 
of provisional supervision can proceed. It is worth 
noting that for provisional supervision, it is not 
necessary to secure cooperation from all creditors, 
unlike in a workout. For example, a single unsecured 
creditor or minor secured creditor would not be able 
to halt the initiation of provisional supervision. 

A provisional supervisor will be selected from a panel 
of qualified solicitors and professional accountants. 
It is the provisional supervisor who takes up control 
of the company as an independent third party. The 
provisional supervisor’s function is to assess the 
company’s financial position and to consider ways 
to rescue the business. The provisional supervisor 
will possess extensive powers which include but are 
not limited to carrying on the business as a going 
concern, scrutinizing the company’s financial affairs 
and property, and formulating a rescue plan when 
needed. 

The corporate rescue regime proposed in Hong 
Kong is in contrast to the United States Chapter 11 
procedure. The United States employs a debtor in 
possession (DIP) approach, which allows the debtor 
to remain in control over the operation of its business. 
On the other hand, the Hong Kong approach is to 
have the provisional supervisor displace the existing 
management of the distressed company. Previous 
consultations have concluded that the DIP model will 
not be pursued in Hong Kong because it is contrary to 
the creditor-friendly manner in which the proposed 
corporate rescue regime has been developed so far. 
This regime may adopt a hybrid approach in the 
future, which would retain the existing management 
while simultaneously giving creditors greater control 
than in a strict DIP approach. However, as of now, the 
creditor-centric approach prevails in Hong Kong.

Notably, a statutory moratorium will be available 
for companies under provisional supervision, which 
specifically addresses the limitations to a scheme 
of arrangement described above. The moratorium 
allows for some breathing room for the provisional 
supervisor to carry out its responsibilities. All civil 
proceedings against the company, including the 
filing of winding-up petitions, will be halted. It is 
during the moratorium that a company may have 
the opportunity to explore ways to rescue and restore 
the business without fearing its efforts being wasted 
by a threat of enforcement action from creditors. 
Initially, the period of provisional supervision is set 

at 45 days, although this can be extended up to 6 
months with creditors’ consent. In addition, there is 
further flexibility built in this procedure because in 
appropriate cases, for example, if the particular case 
is rather complex, the company can apply to the court 
for a further extension beyond 6 months.

CONCLUSION

It is unfortunate that Hong Kong has yet to 
implement a statutory corporate rescue regime 
since the Law Reform Commission of Hong Kong 
first issued a report in 1996 recommending that 
provisional supervision be introduced. Currently, 
distressed companies are instantly exposed to the risk 
of adverse actions by creditors, such as the filing of 
a winding-up petition. However, the promising re-
emergence of the Companies (Corporate Rescue) 
Bill and the introduction of provisional supervision 
will bring reassurance to those businesses struck by 
the pandemic and eager to rehabilitate themselves. 
The economic challenges that have emerged in 2020 
may be the necessary push for this reform to finally 
materialize.
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Using P2P to Save SMEs: Foreign Lessons and 
Potential Regulatory Changes in Hong Kong

INTRODUCTION

Since 2018, there has been a series of credibility crises 
in Mainland China revolving around Peer-to-Peer 
lending (P2P). These crises have led to concerns in 
Hong Kong as relevant regulations have stagnated for 
years. However, in the United Kingdom (the U.K.) 
and the United States (the U.S.), there have been 
major regulatory breakthroughs in P2P, especially 
in narrowing down the information asymmetry 
for financing small and medium-sized enterprises 
(SMEs). With the financial difficulties for SMEs, 
exacerbated by the Covid-19 pandemic, Hong 
Kong may have to go through a two-pronged P2P 
regulation reform: building better lender protection 
and lowering the threshold for lending.

CURRENT REGULATIONS IN HONG KONG

The field of P2P involves three major participants: 
the lender, the borrower, and the platform. However, 
compared to the U.S. and U.K., Hong Kong’s P2P 
legislation is not well prepared for risk management 
between lenders and the platform, as well as the mass 
participation of individual lenders. In other words, it 
is not clear whether it is the lenders or the platforms 
that should be responsible for the potential capital 
losses while the number of professional lenders 
participated in Hong Kong’s P2P investment is also 
limited. Hong Kong’s most recent regulation on P2P 
comes from the 2014 Notice of Securities and Futures 
Commission (SFC) which showed a tendency to 
define P2P as an ‘unsecured loan’ or a ‘credit-linked 
note’ in Hong Kong. The notice also sets up the 
current P2P regulatory framework under the Money 
Lending Ordinance (MLO, Cap. 163) and Securities 
and Futures Ordinance (SFO, Cap. 571), specifically 
under S. 103 of SFO. While MLO focuses on the 
regulation of lenders, SFO is the regulation for P2P 
platforms.

I. Regulative Protection for Individual Lenders

I.1 In Hong Kong

Money Lending Ordinance (MLO, Cap. 163) 
provides the fundamental regulatory framework 
for Hong Kong’s lending businesses. Although not 
directly mentioned as the “exempted loans” provided 
in Schedule 1 Part 2 of the MLO, P2P – characterized 
by the biggest platforms MoneySQ and BestLend in 
Hong Kong– is almost certain to be seen as ‘money 
lending business’ since their lending is usually not 
one-off finance. Every lender is required to have 
a lending license by S.7 MLO, if not exempted by 
MLO Schedule 1 Part 2. What is more, since the 
lending license is inaccessible by individual lenders, 
it is a disguised way in Hong Kong to forbid lenders’ 
participation rather than providing decent protection.

I.2 In the U.S. and U.K.

Decent protection can run parallel with mass 
participation of individual lenders. Take the U.S. 
and U.K. as examples. The U.S. passed Jumpstart 
Our Business Startups (JOBS) Act in 2012 in 
which information disclosure and limitation on 
maximum investment were emphasized. To fulfill the 
requirement of the Act, each crowdfunding issuer 
(borrower) has to prepare a financial statement and 
an operation report of his/her own business. To 
further the protection to the ordinary investors, even 
if the lender is satisfied with the performance of the 
business, he/she can only invest no greater than $2000 
or 5% of his annual income in each project. If the 
lender has an annual income of more than $100,000, 
the proportion of investment could go up to 10%.

The U.K. takes a similar approach towards protecting 
the individual lenders. According to the Financial 
Conduct Authority, clear information of the borrower 
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should be given, for example, the employment status, 
business plans, and the capacity for paying debt. 
Additionally, the lender is required to ‘take regulated 
advice’, ‘understand the risk of P2P’, ‘be qualified as 
high net worth or sophisticated investors,’ or ‘invest 
less than 10% of net assets’. However, different from 
the U.S. where the individual investor initiates all 
the actions, the opportunity to lend in the U.K. 
is not found by the investor but offered by the 
platform. The information disclosed only needs to be 
“appropriate and useful” rather than “in details” and 
the information disclosure in the U.K. is criticized for 
blurring the information requirements.

Combining the U.K. and the U.S. approaches, Hong 
Kong might want to take detailed information 
disclosure requirements from the U.S. and the 
platform-initiated offering from the U.K. as these two 
areas remain blank on legislative agenda. The detailed 
information disclosure and further filter protection by 
the platform could likely better encourage individual 
lenders’ participation.
 
II. Regulations for Lending Platforms

II.1 In Hong Kong

Even with a large number of projects and limited funds, 
credit rating service should still be an indispensable 
function for lending platforms since credit rating is a 
service that provides lenders with a preliminary idea 
of the borrower and his/her relevant business plan. 
However, the depth and accuracy of credit ratings still 
need to be further legislated. Current regulation on 
the credit rating service in Hong Kong can be found 
in Schedule 5 of the SFO where the requirements for 
license and exemptions are introduced.

For P2P platforms such as MoneySQ and BestLend, 
licenses cannot be exempted due to their nature 
of subscription. Obtaining the license, according 
to schedule 5, also requires the P2P platform to 
provide information on its ‘competence, financial 
resources and insurance’. Upon receiving the license, 
the platform will be supervised by SFC and follows 
its rules, especially the Code of Conduct for Persons 
Providing Credit Rating Services. There is no legislation 
on accurate and in-depth credit ratings in Hong Kong, 
which may result in dispute at the lenders’ capital loss.

II.2 In the U.S. and U.K.

Lending platforms are generally responsible for 
the loss caused by misleading information. Credit 
rating services in the U.S., however, are not legislated 

but predominantly follow the contractual duties 
between the lenders and platforms, where providing 
misleading information of the borrower may amount 
to a breach of contract. In the U.K., lending platforms 
conduct credit rating services pursuant to Conduct 
of Business SourceBook (COBS), according to which 
‘specific nature and risks of P2P agreement’ should be 
introduced thoroughly to the lenders or at least ‘taken 
reasonable steps’. Otherwise, the platform would 
have no defence in possible Actions for Damages. 
According to the 2014 U.K. Alternative Finance 
Industry Report, the investors perform prudently 
and reject 90% of the investment offers given by the 
platform, which eventually leads to a default rate 
under 1%.

For better lender protection as well as the lower 
threshold for lending, the U.K.’s legislative approach 
can be an example in order to combat the uncertainty 
of liability. The U.S. approach, which conducts with 
an emphasis on contractual dealings, may not be as 
functional under Hong Kong’s common law system.

CONCLUSION

The current P2P legislation in Hong Kong calls for an 
update. To revive P2P in helping SMEs, certainty of 
liability in P2P lending should be clarified. Proposed 
improvements may include detailed information 
disclosure, further investor protection provided by 
professional platform and platform’s lability. Direct 
transplantation from the U.S. and the U.K. might 
not be a wise choice, but there are referential values 
in these two jurisdictions as they have gone further 
afield.
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A Pressing Need for Legislative Reform – Analyzing 
Hong Kong Defamation Ordinance from a 
Comparative Perspective

INTRODUCTION

The Hong Kong Court of Final Appeal (“CFA”) decision 
in Oriental Press Group Ltd & Others v Fevaworks 
Solutions Ltd has triggered a huge controversy on 
whether the Internet Service Provider (“ISP”) should 
be held responsible for defamatory content published 
by the Internet users using their services. Instead of 
categorizing Fevaworks Solution Limited (“Fevaworks”) 
as the primary publisher or main publisher, the 
Court held that Fevaworks should be regarded as 
the subordinate publisher, and it is entitled to rely on 
the defence of innocent dissemination. The defence 
of innocent dissemination is available to a person 
who, neither knowingly nor negligently, had merely 
a subordinate role in the dissemination of the matter 
containing the defamatory statement.

This essay begins by discussing the role of Fevaworks 
and whether innocent dissemination defence should be 
available to them. Subsequently, we turn our attention to 
an array of legal approaches concerning ISP’s liabilities 
in other jurisdictions and whether the approach taken 
in other jurisdictions can be put into practice in Hong 
Kong. Eventually, how the Court’s decision would affect 
free speech as well as deterring ISPs from monitoring 
user-generated content is analyzed in detail. 

ROLE OF FAVEWORKS & AVAILABLE 
INNOCENT DISSEMINATION DEFENCE

To begin with, Fevaworks played a relatively passive 
role and had no discretion in publishing the defamatory 
content in question, which should by no means be 
regarded as publishers. As suggested by the CFA, the 
disseminator should raise the defence of innocent 
dissemination in order to be protected from a claim of 
publishing a libel. In other words, the decision made 
by the Court had already defined the role of Fevaworks 
as a publisher, and ‘[t]he effect is to place the burden 

on the defendant to raise the defence, even if he or 
she had little or no control over the publication.’ With 
limited editorial control or even no real control in the 
publication and creation of defamatory materials, it is 
evident that Fevaworks was acting as a mere disseminator 
throughout the process. Take Thompson v. Australian 
Capital TV as an example, the Australian Court held 
that innocent dissemination was not applicable as it was 
the defendant’s choice to choose the specific technical 
setup that caused the lack of control. In theory, innocent 
dissemination was not applicable in Fevaworks case as 
they had the right to choose a specific technical setup 
and recognize its limitations.  As we can see, this gives 
no ground for Fevaworks to bear the liability as well as 
the encumbrance of raising the innocent dissemination 
defence. This decision may not be proper, fair and 
just. Without any laws protecting publishers under the 
Defamation Ordinance (“DO”) currently, Hong Kong 
can amend its DO with reference to the U.S. approach. 
Section 230(c)(1) of the Communication Decency Act 
of 1996 immunizes operators and users of ‘interactive 
computer service’ from being classified as ‘publishers’ 
due to the content provided by a third party, thus 
preventing courts from imputing liability on them.      

ISP’S LIABILITIES IN OTHER JURISDICTIONS 
& THEIR FEASIBILITY IN HK

Advocates of the Court’s decision point out that the 
CFA laid a good foundation for determining the 
liability of ISPs. Indeed, the Fevaworks case established 
the precedent, which clarified the way in evaluating 
the role and provided fundamental insights into 
ISPs’ liability. The decision ostensibly has its merits; 
however, it definitely brings along lots of uncertainties 
on subsequent Hong Kong decisions. In order to create 
and maintain a sustainably healthy legal environment, 
there is no doubt that Hong Kong should play an active 
role in amending the DO for the sake of catering to the 
needs in the online world. Other jurisdictions, like the 
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United Kingdom (“U.K.”), have played an indispensable 
role in optimizing its Defamation Act (“DA”). Section 
1(2) of the DA defines the roles of different stakeholders, 
including authors, publishers and editors systematically. 
Likewise, if Hong Kong amends its DO by defining the 
explicit and special meanings as stated in section 1(2), 
this can further ensure the certainty of laws, which 
complies with the basic level of the rule of law proposed 
by Professor Benny Tai Yiu-ting.
     
In 2013, a new amendment act was implemented in the 
U.K. The highlight of the amendment is that operators 
who moderate will not lose the ability to rely on the 
defence, which undoubtedly protects the ISPs. On the 
other hand, section 25 of the DO does not cover different 
situations thoroughly, and lamentably, the court did not 
utilize the Fevaworks case to further clarify section 25. 
According to section 25 of the DO, it is found that such 
statutory defence is only applicable to a defendant who 
unintentionally publishes defamatory materials and is 
willing to make an offer of amends. The defence does 
not provide clear guidelines and specific procedures 
in other circumstances and is of limited assistance to 
subsequent cases. 

Indeed, Hong Kong should make reference to the legal 
approaches taken by other jurisdictions to further 
enhance the clarity of DO. Looking back to the 
Court’s judgment, CFA established the first piece of 
jurisprudence by holding that the ISP should remove 
respective defamatory postings within a reasonable 
time once they have been notified of its existence. 
The phrase ‘reasonable time’ is not precise enough 
and can be confusing for a judgment. Whether the 
defamatory material is handled within a reasonable 
time is subjective. Take the U.K. as an illustration, the 
Defamation (Operators of Website) Regulations 2013 
clearly states that the website operators should take 
action within the timeframe of 48 hours upon receiving 
a notice of complaint under various circumstances. In 
this connection, Hong Kong should also follow the U.K. 
by listing actions to be taken by the operators under 
different situations in a comprehensive way.

ANALYSIS OF COURTS’ DECISION 

At the same time, whether ISPs own actual knowledge 
of the defamatory postings by third parties is heavily 
underlined by the Court, which would discourage 
operators from monitoring the content of its webs. 
Adrian Fong figured that Ribeiro P.J. set the ‘reasonable 
care’ standard unreasonably low that it is not favorable 
for good faith monitoring by large online social platform 
operators. Once the administrators have knowledge of the 
posts without realizing its defamatory nature, they may 
be disentitled to the defence of innocent insemination. 
In fact, the Court’s decision somehow dissuades the 

operators from performing their monitoring duties. In 
order to safeguard and protect good faith monitoring 
editorial action, sufficient protection ought to be given 
to operators. The United States (“US”) has provided 
broad protections for online social platforms and 
websites, which can be illustrated by section 230(c)(2) 
of the Communication Decency Act of 1996. The act 
restricts liability for any actions by the administrators 
which are done in good faith to monitor and edit content 
that may be defamatory. If Hong Kong grants sufficient 
protection by adopting a similar approach as the US, it 
is likely that operators would no longer be in dread of 
bearing the liability, while simultaneously, be willing to 
take the initiative to prevent the existence of libel. The 
need to amend the existing DO, once again, remains a 
pressing issue.                

Finally, the Court did not utilize the opportunity 
to further clarify and protect free speech, which is 
considered to be one of the core values under Basic Law. 
The existing DO still has criminal defamation as an 
offence. The offence contradicts Article 27 guaranteeing 
freedom of speech, of the press and of publication, while 
at the same time, violates Article 19 of the International 
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights issued by the 
Human Rights Committee of the United Nations. In 
accordance with the existing DO, a person found guilty 
of publishing a libel known to be false can be fined and 
jailed for up to two years. The Judge awarded $100,000 
in respect of the 2007 statements but dismissed the 
appellants’ claims regarding both the 2008 and 2009 
statements.

In order to renew the existing DO that has a devastating 
effect on freedom of speech, Hong Kong should impose 
the public interest defence. UK barrister Anthony Lester 
suggested that such defence can protect the publisher. 
The undesirable influence of Article 27 can also be 
minimized. The ultimate concern of defamation is the 
protection of freedom of reputation without sacrificing 
freedom of expression. Otherwise, individuals’ needs in 
cyber contexts cannot be guaranteed.

CONCLUSION

The analysis above leads to the conclusion that the 
Fevaworks decision is rather ungratifying. Without any 
legal precedent established in Hong Kong, it is necessary 
for the Court to clarify the roles of ISPs to ensure they 
are under protection. Although the defendant is able to 
remove the defamatory content technically, it does not 
necessarily mean that one should impose liability on 
them and regard them as a publisher. More importantly, 
it is convinced that the existing DO should be reformed 
to strike a balance between protecting reputations and 
free speeches.
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Professional Practice: 
ALLOWING CONTINGENCY 
FEES FOR ARBITRATION
by James Leung

Proposed reform

The Law Reform Commission of 
Hong Kong (the “Commission”) 

has proposed lifting the ban on 
“success fees” for arbitration lawyers, 
aimed at enhancing Hong Kong’s 
competitiveness as an arbitration 
center. 

Under the current law, lawyers are 
not allowed to charge contingent 
fees, i.e. where the exact amount of 
fees is dependent on the result of a 
litigation or arbitration case. The 
prohibition covers both scenarios 
below: 

• Lawyer charges nothing but 
only receives fee upon favorable 
result; or

• Lawyer charges a low fee but 
enjoys further profit should the 
result be favorable. 

Having studied arrangements of 
other jurisdictions, the Commission 
proposes to allow lawyers to charge 
according to results, to receive extra 
when they win cases, and waive the 
fee if arbitration fails. It also suggests 
capping the amount of contingent 
fees. 

The controversy

Principle 4.17 of the Hong Kong 
Solicitor’s Guide to Professional 
Conduct (the “Guide”) explicitly 
provides that solicitors should 
not enter into contingency fee 

Hong KongHong Kong

arrangement. Code 9.9 of the 
Barrister’s Code of Conduct 
similarly enshrines that principle. 
These prohibitions are for good 
reasons. Lawyers are under the 
duty to act in the best interest of 
their client and thus must not put 
themselves in a position that allows 
their own interest to conflict with 
their client’s interest. As such, the 
Guide mandates that solicitors have 
the duty to consider alternative 
dispute resolutions from time to 
time as well as advising that a case 
is hopeless, so that the client may 
choose to discontinue an action or 
pursue other actions which may 
save costs and time. If contingency 
fees are allowed, there is a good 
incentive for lawyers to ignore those 
duties and insist on continuing an 
unfavorable action knowing that 
their fees depend on achieving a 
successful result. 

From the perspective of legal 
professionalism, it is hard to see why 
we should adopt a different standard 
for arbitration from litigation. 
In substance arbitration largely 
resembles the court of litigation. 
Both sides hire legal representatives 
who can make submissions on 
their behalf; decisions are made by 
a judge-like arbitrator; and most 
importantly, arbitration decisions 
are binding on both parties and a 
subject matter of appeal in court just 
like any typical civil litigation. In 
fact, many commercial agreements 
contain an “arbitration clause” 
providing arbitration to be the 
method to conclusively determine a 
dispute between the parties, which 
would usually be the court’s role. It 
is argued that solicitors who perform 

arbitration services owe a similar 
duty to advise their client to enter 
into a settlement or discontinue an 
arbitration action whenever fit and 
in the best interest of the client to do 
so, and such duty should similarly 
not be vitiated by the existence of a 
contingency fee arrangement. 

Administrative Law: 
HONG KONG’S MASK BAN 
IS NOW CONSTITUTIONAL 
ONCE AND FOR ALL
by Zoe Kum

In anticipation of easing social 
unrest in Hong Kong, Chief 

Executive in Council (“CEIC”) 
banned face masks by invoking the 
colonial-era Emergency Regulations 
Ordinance (“ERO”) in October 
2019. 

Section 2(1) of the ERO allows 
the CEIC to make any regulations 
in the public interest shall there 
be any occasion of emergency or 
public danger. Prohibition on Face 
Covering Regulation (Cap. 241K) 
(“PFCR”) was thus enacted in 
response to the increasingly chaotic 
civil unrest. 

By way of a judicial review, the 
constitutionality and legality of the 
ERO and the PFCR were challenged 
on the grounds that such enactment 
goes beyond the power conferred 
on the CEIC and the PFCR 
disproportionately restricted rights 
guaranteed under the Hong Kong 
Bill of Rights Ordinance and the 
Basic Law.

Both the Court of Appeal and the 
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High Court called the anti-mask law 
targeting protestors unconstitutional 
and going ‘further than what is 
reasonably necessary’. Overturning 
both decisions of the lower 
courts, the Court of Final Appeal 
(“CFA”) unanimously rejected the 
legal challenge posed by the pro-
democracy respondents. 

The 71-page judgment set the tone 
by addressing Hong Kong’s ‘outbreak 
of violent public lawlessness’ and 
declared that ‘something had to 
be done’. CFA disagreed with the 
respondents’ argument that the 
government attempted to escape 
legislative scrutiny through 
invoking the ERO which prohibits 
face coverings at both authorized 
and unauthorized demonstrations. 
CFA then affirmed the validity of 
invoking ERO and remarked that 
‘[t]he wearing of a facial covering, 
whilst it may be a legitimate form 
of expression or be used for reasons 
of privacy or a legitimate desire for 
anonymity, does not lie at the heart 
of the right to peaceful assembly.’ 

CFA took the view that the rule of law 
itself was undermined by the actions 
of masked lawbreakers who ‘were 
seemingly free to act with impunity’ 
with their identities concealed 
behind the masks. It emphasised 
that freedom of assembly and speech 
as well as right to privacy under the 
Basic Law are not absolute; they are 
subject to lawful restrictions such 
as the interests of public safety and 
order.

Immediately upon the release of 
the judgment, the Kowloon City 
Court convicted and sentenced a 
student protester to three months 
of imprisonment for breaching the 
PFCR, marking the first enforcement 
of the new regulations. 

The general public is yet to express 
its views towards the long-awaited 

CFA ruling. 

Employment Law: 
ENHANCED EMPLOYMENT 
PROTECTION
by Faye Wong

Two major amendments were 
made to the legislation in 2020 

and extended protection to Hong 
Kong employees.

1. Changes to Maternity Rights

The government has announced 
that the Employment (Amendment) 
Ordinance 2020 that was passed in 
July 2020 will come into effect on 11 
December 2020.
 
Apart from extending statutory 
maternity leave from 10 weeks to 14 
weeks, requirements for pregnant 
employees to claim an allowance for 
medical examinations concerning 
pregnancy was also reduced. They 
are also entitled to a higher amount 
of government reimbursement on 
their maternity leave payments. They 
could claim an additional 4 weeks, 
subject to an increased statutory cap 
of HKD 80,000.
 
Besides, the amendment relaxed the 
bar for employees to claim maternity 
leave by revising the definition of 
‘miscarriage’ in the Employment 
Ordinance from pregnancy loss 
“before 28 weeks of pregnancy” to 
“before 24 weeks of pregnancy”. 
Document requirements for 
claiming sickness allowances in 
attending pregnancy-related medical 
examinations are reduced. 
 
The government hopes to increase 
the female working population’s 
coverage from 95% to 99% through 
the new arrangement. The act also 
aims to encourage all Hong Kong 
corporations to review and widen 
their parental leave policies to 
enhance female employee rights 

protection.
 
2. Increased restrictions on employers 
to make deductions on bonus 
payment 
 
The Court of Appeal decision Xu 
Yi Jun v GF Capital (Hong Kong) 
Limited has indicated further 
restrictions for employers to deduct 
employees’ bonus payment.

In this case, the bonus forfeiture 
clause was drafted only to forfeit the 
bonus if an employee committed 
gross misconduct before the due 
date. When interpreting the clause 
as ‘disallowing the bonus payment 
when the gross misconduct had 
occurred before the Due Date’ seems 
to be of better business sense, the 
court’s decisions have said otherwise.
 
The court was generally reluctant to 
deviate from the plain meaning when 
interpreting the contract. Hence, 
the employee was still required to 
pay the bonus to the employee who 
committed gross misconduct.

Employees are suggested to 
be cautious when drafting 
employment contracts to avoid 
similar circumstances. They are also 
encouraged to take more prompt 
investigations once they suspect an 
employee’s gross misconduct. 
 
The decision clarified that ‘any other 
sum due to the employee’ under 
Section 32(1) of the Employment 
Ordinance covers year-end 
payments such as bonus. It also 
forbids employers from setting off 
their claims against their liability to 
pay any sum due to the employee 
when they have a counterclaim 
against the employee.
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created yet, there is societal 
disapproval of this criminal 
intent 

• The Respondent was acting with 
premeditation 

Despite the nature of this 
offence being protest-related, the 
Respondent did not attend any 
protests or unlawful assembly at 
the time of the incident. However, 
this does not take away from the 
seriousness of the offence. The trial 
magistrate had also considered that 
the Respondent had only intended 
to create the petrol bomb ‘for fun’, 
but again this does not mitigate 
the serious nature of the offence. 
In fact, the Court emphasised that 
this is an aggravating factor, as the 
Respondent had intent to create the 
petrol bomb in a crowded area, thus 
her sentence must be all the more 
serious in order to reflect this.  

Ruling

Notwithstanding the preference of 
rehabilitation as to punishment for 
juvenile offenders, the Court decided 
that the imposed sentence did not 
adequately reflect the seriousness of 
the Respondent’s acts. 

Thus, the Court allowed the 
Secretary for Justice’s application and 
subsequently squashed the previous 
probation order in replacement of 
120 hours of community service 
with attached conditions, one of 
which was an imposed curfew.

Company Law:
THE DIMINISHING POWERS 
OF THE REFLECTIVE LOSS 
PRINCIPLE
by Melissa Leung

Confining the Rule Against Reflective Loss

The Supreme Court in the 
recent case of Sevilleja v Marex 

Criminal Procedure: 
JUDICIAL DECISION FOR 
REVIEW OF SENTENCE
by Bianca Reyes

This case is involved with the issue 
of young offenders possessing 

instruments that are fit for unlawful 
purposes, specifically with the intent 
to use the instruments in order to 
make petrol bombs.

Facts

During the small hours of the day, 
the Respondent and four others were 
deemed to be acting suspiciously 
by the Police. The group fled but 
the Respondent, who was 15 years 
old at the time, was apprehended. 
She was found holding a paper bag 
containing a glass bottle - which 
in turn contained ethyl alcohol, 
antiseptic solution and a can of 
flammable petroleum distillate,  a 
piece of tin foil containing washing 
powder, and a towel.

Under caution, the Respondent 
claimed that she intended to create 
a petrol bomb for ‘fun’. She pleaded 
guilty to the charge of possession 
of instrument fit and intended for 
unlawful purposes. 

The trial magistrate took into 
consideration the following factors:
 
• The petrol bomb was not made 

yet
• The Respondent was a good 

student
• The Respondent pleaded guilty
• A juvenile court is likely to lean 

towards rehabilitation instead of 
punishment

It was then concluded that the 
Respondent would be faced with a 
probation order of 12 months.

The Secretary for Justice applied for a 
review of the sentence in accordance 

with s.81A of the Criminal Procedure 
Ordinance. Cap 221.

Grounds of Review

• The gravity of the case and the 
culpability of the Respondent 
could not be adequately reflected 
through a non-custodial sentence

• A probation order is wrong 
in principle and/or manifestly 
inadequate

Summary of the Court’s Rulings

When sentencing, the Court must 
take into account the relevant 
sentences factors, assign the 
appropriate weight and then impose 
a sentence. The Court will also be 
likely to give young offenders a 
chance to rehabilitate themselves 
as opposed to punishing them. 
Although, this has to be balanced 
out with the public interest 
consideration, where it may be 
necessary to impose a deterrent 
sentence if the Court deems the 
offence serious enough - in this case, 
the youth of an offender would pose 
little relevance in mitigation. In the 
Respondent’s case, it is clear that 
creating a petrol bomb is a serious 
offence. 

When considering whether the 
Respondent’s offence is classified as 
‘serious’, the relevant considerations 
include:

• 2 years imprisonment is the 
maximum sentence of the offence 

• The Respondent has admitted to 
the situation set out in the brief 
facts

• The Respondent had a flammable 
light petroleum distillate  in 
possession within  a public place 
with the intent to make a petrol 
bomb 

• The Respondent intended to test 
the strength of such a bomb

• Despite the bomb not being 
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Financial Ltd [2020] clarified 
the rule against reflective loss. 
The principle ordinarily restricts 
shareholders from claiming loss 
that is not separate or distinct 
from the company’s loss. In the 
model case of Prudential Assurance 
Co Ltd v Newman Industries Ltd 
(No.2) [1982], the court rejected a 
shareholder’s claim for diminution 
of the market value of shares. The 
rule is built upon the common 
law principle in Foss v Harbottle 
(1843), which explains that for any 
wrongdoing committed against the 
company, the proper plaintiff is the 
company itself. 
 
Reasoning by Supreme Court

The Supreme Court unanimously 
overturned the Court of Appeal’s 
decision whilst having a 4-3 split with 
regards to the reasoning. Lord Reed 
who made the leading judgment for 
the majority sought to limit the rule 
against reflective loss to shareholder 
claims relating to diminution in 
share value or in distributions where 
the company has suffered from an 
actionable wrong. Unless all such 
elements are satisfied, there is no bar 
to claim. Lord Sales, representing 
the minority, raises doubt towards 
the necessity of the principle since 
the categorisation of losses produces 
injustice, and there are a multitude 
of alternatives in existing law to 
achieve practical justice. 
 
Implications on Future Claims

As the Supreme Court confines 
the application of the principle, 
shareholders have a higher chance 
of recovery. While the narrowing 
of the principle violates the proper 
plaintiff rule in Foss v Harbottle, it is 
argued that the confined restriction 
addresses situations where the 
company has a concurrent claim 
as the shareholder. In fact, Hong 
Kong has probed into the issue in 

the Bills Committee on Companies 
(Amendment) Bill 2003. The 
document provides a precise and 
just categorisation of wrongs and 
losses, taking account of wrongs 
to members, wrongs to company 
with separate wrongs to members, 
and importantly, direct wrongs to 
company with indirect wrongs to 
members. As Hong Kong courts 
seek to justly categorise losses, 
it is unlikely courts will abolish 
the principle and offend the well-
established proper plaintiff rule. 
 
On a special note, the exception in 
Giles v Rhind [2003] was not applied 
in the Hong Kong case of Waddington 
Ltd v Chan Chun Hoo [2008]. It was 
suggested that the Court could have 
given leave to shareholders to direct 
the administrative receiver to bring 
the action. Hong Kong’s position is 
a strict application of the principle. 
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the transition period will still be 
binding in domestic law, it is yet to 
be understood how the new UK laws 
will navigate its new relationship 
with the EU. On a positive note and 
as President von der Leyen tweeted 
“it’s time now to put Brexit behind 
us!”

United States:
BLACK LIVES MATTER 
PROTESTS, POLICE/PRISON 
ABOLITION, AND LESSONS 
FOR HONG KONG

Since May 2020, waves of anti-
police brutality and anti-

racism protests have erupted 
across the United States (“US”) in 
response to the murder of George 
Floyd by Minneapolis police. 
Protests of the Black Lives Matter 
movement (“BLM”) began locally 
in Minneapolis and soon spread 
across the country and the globe, 
having persisted even through 
the COVID-19 pandemic and US 
presidential election season.

Among the protesters’ demands 
to combat systemic racism and 
police brutality are specific calls to 
defund the police in anticipation of 
a complete abolition of the police 
force. Calls to defund the police 
stem from the understanding that 
policing has always been ‘a force 
of violence against black people’ 
throughout US history, having 
‘emerged from slave patrols’ and 
used to ‘enforce Jim Crow, wage the 
War on Drugs, and crack down on 
protests.’ Police abolition advocates 
argue that the police has a major 
role in suppressing ‘marginalized 
populations’ in protection of ‘the 
status quo’: ‘95 percent’ of annual 
arrests concerns minor crimes, 
like ‘traffic violations, marijuana 

Europe:
IT’S TIME TO PUT BREXIT 
BEHIND US!
by Lamia Rahman

After Brexit, the UK has been in 
the headlines recently about 

its post-Brexit negotiations. The 
post-Brexit negotiations were set to 
redraw the new relationship between 
the UK and the European Union 
(EU) by the 31st of December 2020. 
Otherwise, this would mean that 
the UK would be leaving the Union 
without a deal with devastating 
impacts on both ends. 

What is controversial about the 
negotiation is the introduction of 
the Internal Market Bill which has 
passed the House of Commons 
attempts to rewrite the Brexit 
Withdrawal Agreement. The bill 
is deemed problematic because it 
violates international law such as 
1) giving UK ministers the power 
to modify and disapply rules 
related to the trading of goods if 
no alternative agreement is reached 
and 2) introducing a taxation bill as 
a default position in which tariffs 
would be paid on all goods and 
services 3) ultimately overriding 
the Good Friday peace agreement 
because of the possibility of an 
invisible border between Northern 
Ireland and the Republic of Ireland.
 
On the 1st October 2020, the 
President of the European 
Commission, Ursula von der Leyen, 
stated that the bill was “full of 
contradiction and the UK had failed 
to live up to its obligation to act in 
good faith” and sent a formal letter 
of a notice on behalf of the EU. This 
opened up the possibility of a legal 
showdown in the European Court 
of Justice and signaled to the EU 
that Britain is willing to infringe 
international laws and treaties to 

achieve self-determination and 
wanted sole control of its national 
laws. 
 
While it seemed that the UK was 
going to depart from the European 
Union without a deal during the 
transition period after months of 
fraught negotiations, it comes as 
a Christmas miracle that both the 
UK and EU has struck a fair deal 
and opened up to a compromise 
as the UK has withdrawn all the 
provisions that could transgress EU 
laws and treaties. However, this also 

of people denoting that UK citizens 
will no longer have the right to 
study, work, live, or start a business 
in the EU without a visa. Although 
it may seem that the UK had the 
upper hand in the trade agreement, 
it comes at a high cost given that the 
country is now facing the worst form 
of recession and job crisis. 

Another critical change in the legal 
field is that automatic recognition 
of professional qualifications will 
no longer be enforced, meaning that 
professionals would have to check 
the rules established in each country 
to ensure that their qualifications 
are recognized. However, an 
initial analysis of the Trade and 
Cooperation Agreement (TCA) 
indicates some of the established 
general principles for market access 
for UK lawyers in the EU and vice 
versa. This shows that the legal 
sector is still prized as cross-border 
enablers without needing the “heavy 
mutual recognition procedures or 
requalification”. 

The legal significance of the post- 
Brexit agreement is that it brings 
the long-standing jurisdiction of 
the European Court of Justice to 
an end. Given that the European 
Court judgments before or during 
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possession, [and] unlawful assembly,’ 
which lead to mass incarceration but 
are hardly serious threats to public 
safety that the police proclaims to 
tackle. Protesters therefore demand 
to defund the police and reinvest 
in community services, including 
housing and education, that actually 
reduce crimes and build safe 
communities.

While these calls for police abolition 
gained mainstream attention in the 
recent BLM protests, they are hardly 
new: grassroots organizers and 
scholars have been working towards 
the abolition of police, as well as 
prisons, for decades. Police/prison 
abolitionists have long been fighting 
for not just the closure of prisons and 
disbandment of police, but also the 
‘presence’ of ‘vital systems of support 
that many communities lack,’ which 
can ‘resolve inequalities and get 
people the resources they need long 
before the hypothetical moment’ of 
committing a crime. Concurrently, 
abolition can entail community-
wide reimagination of what safety, 
survivor-centered accountability, 
and criminal justice should look 
like ‘without relying on alienation, 
punishment, or State or systemic 
violence, including incarceration or 
policing.’

Abolitionist ideologies have more 
recently been introduced to legal 
scholarship, initiating an exploration 
into non-carceral alternatives ‘where 
punishment is abandoned in favor 
of accountability and repair, and 
where discriminatory criminal 
law enforcement is replaced with 
practices addressing the systemic 
bases of inequality, poverty, and 
violence.’ Legal scholars such 
as Allegra McLeod (2015) and 
Dorothy Roberts (2019) have been 
developing ideas of ‘non reformist 
abolitionist reforms’ that would 
minimize the need for and harm 
caused by the carceral punishment 

system, while simultaneously 
creating ‘the conditions needed for 
a society without prisons.’ These 
abolitionist reforms occur both 
inside and outside the courtrooms: 
in courts, Roberts discusses the 
possibility of using constitutional 
claims instrumentally, as well as 
pushing for abolitionist readings 
of the Constitution across courts 
and public bodies bound by the 
document; outside the criminal 
justice system, McLeod explores 
the legal impacts of ‘grounded 
preventive justice’ policies, such 
as ‘expanding social projects’ to 
minimize the need for criminal 
intervention, ‘decriminalizing less 
serious infractions,’ creating ‘safe 
harbors for individuals at risk of 
or fleeing violence,’ and building 
‘alternative livelihoods for persons 
subject to criminal law enforcement.’

While abolitionist conversations are 
mainly based in the US, the police/
prison abolition movement has and 
had legal and political implications 
for Hong Kong, which has its fair 
share of problems with policing 
and incarceration. Perhaps most 
apparently, calls to abolish the 
police echo one of the anti-ELAB 
protest demands to disband the 
police and establish an independent 
commission of inquiry addressing 
allegations of widespread police 
brutality. Moreover, Hong Kong 
has a longtime problem of systemic 
racism, particularly against people of 
South Asian and African descent, of 
which rampant racial profiling and 
criminalization and incarceration of 
asylum seekers and migrant workers 
are symptoms. Police and prison 
abolition might therefore be more 
relevant to us than we thought.

United States:
FAITHLESS ELECTOR LAWS 
NOW UPHELD BY THE U.S. 
SUPREME COURT
by Bertha Chui

Constitutionality of State Elector Laws

In Chiafalo v. Washington, 140 S. 
Ct. 2316 (2020), the U.S. Supreme 

Court affirmed the Supreme Court 
of Washington’s decision that states 
can enforce laws to penalize or 
remove Electoral College delegates 
that did not vote as pledged. Under 
Washington State law, presidential 
elector nominees must pledge to 
vote for a candidate nominated 
by their party, or will otherwise 
be subject to a fine of up to $1000. 
Three Washington electors for the 
2016 Election challenged the fine 
as a violation of their constitutional 
rights. Building on Ray v. Blair, 
343 U.S. 214 (1952), which 
permitted states to enforce pledge 
requirements for electors, it was held 
that a state may enforce the pledges 
to support its party’s nominee and 
the state’s popular vote winner. 
By declaring the constitutionality 
of the aforementioned law, the 
Court determined that state laws 
mandating electors voting do not 
violate the First Amendment rights.

Following the ruling in Chiafalo, 
the Supreme Court handed down 
a per curiam decision in Colorado 
Department of State v. Baca, 140 S. 
Ct. 2316 (2020).
 
Supreme Court’s Ruling

On July 6, 2020, the U.S. Supreme 
Court unanimously upheld, with 
8 judges agreeing to the majority 
opinion. Justice Kagan, who made 
the leading judgment for the 
majority, wrote that Article II of 
the Constitution gives states the 
broad plenary authority to appoint 
electors, which includes the power 
to condition those appointments. 
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Furthermore, Justice Kagan pointed 
out the transformation of the 
Twelfth Amendment into a party-
line voting mechanism in the 19th 
century implies electors are merely 
representers of popular choices. 
Justice Thomas, representing 
the minority, quoted the Tenth 
Amendment to suggest that the 
power in regulating electors shall 
remain with the state governments 
when the Constitution does not 
express or imply such power. 

Implications

The states can now pass laws to 
prevent electors from going rogue. 
This judgment curbs electors 
from changing their minds to not 
vote in accordance with the state’s 
popular vote, which in turn upholds 
the constitutional spirit - “We 
the People” rule. In addition, the 
reduced likelihood of electors being 
lobbied or threatened to change their 
votes confines political interference 
during the election, especially in 
close electoral races. The decision 
also promotes federalism for states’ 
broad discretion to regulate their 
electors on casting their votes.
On the other hand, out of the 33 
states with faithless elector laws, 
only 15 states penalize or remove the 
so-called faithless electors currently. 
In order to effectively impose 
restrictions on electors in the US as a 
whole, the remaining 35 states shall 
consider enacting similar state laws.

United States:
U.S TIKTOK BAN - TRUMP’S 
TIKTOK BAN BLOCKED 
AGAIN, TEMPORARILY AT 
LEAST
by Liam Shao

On December 7, 2020, United 
States (U.S.) District Judge 

Carl Nichols in Washington, D.C. 
issued a preliminary injunction to 

block the Trump Administration’s 
proposed ban on TikTok, a trending 
short video sharing platform with 
100 million monthly active users in 
the U.S. Notably, TikTok is owned by 
Chinese tech-giant ByteDance.

Trump’s proposed ban of TikTok 
on August 6, 2020 invoked 
the International Emergency 
Economic Powers Act (IEEPA). 
Citing data privacy and national 
security concerns, the ban would 
effectively put a full stop on TikTok’s 
operation in the U.S. In granting 
the injunction, Judge Nichols 
reasoned that the proposed ban had 
“likely exceeded IEEPA’s express 
limitations,” rendering it “arbitrary 
and capricious.”

The injunction marks the second 
blockage of Trump’s TikTok ban 
following Pennsylvania District 
Judge Wendy Beetlestone’s 
injunction on October 30, 2020. In 
response to a lawsuit brought by 
three TikTok content creators, Judge 
Beetlestone issued a preliminary 
injunction to block the Commerce 
Department’s restriction that would 
ban U.S. companies from conducting 
business transactions with TikTok. 
In finding that the Government’s 
national security concern was 
“phrased in the hypothetical,” Judge 
Beetlestone concluded that the 
alleged national security risks do not 
outweigh the public interest and the 
ban contravenes IEEPA.

PRC:
ONE BIG STEP IN 
COMPETITION
by Amos Xu

2020 has also been a big year for 
competition or antitrust laws 

world-wide. Dr. Angela Zhang of the 
University of Hong Kong - an expert 
in Chinese Law and antitrust, says 
that it is such a global phenomenon 

the technology giants are now facing 
since “winner-takes-all” has been a 
common theme in the market. With 
the visible hand, in Mainland China, 
the e-commerce giant Alibaba had 
been billed for 500,000 RMB (US$ 
75,000) on 24th December, for its 
ever-growing dominant position 
that limited the trading counterpart 
to “choosing one from two” - e.g., 
Alibaba asks the business owner to 
open up an online shop exclusively 
on its platform with the premise 
that he or she does not open up a 
second shop on JD.com or any other 
platforms alike. Such an occurrence 
can even lead to a wild thought - will 
Tech Giants in China face a situation 
of being chopped up to a smaller 
scale or restructured in the near 
future? There’s always a possibility. 

Across the border, the Competition 
Commission in Hong Kong has 
its first case built upon the second 
conduct rule on 21st December - gas 
company Linde is found abusing a 
substantial degree of market power, 
which harms the overall robust 
competition environment, and 
ultimately, the interests of consumers 
in Hong Kong. Whichever titan 
that erects the “entry barriers” and 
curbs innovations or profits of the 
latecomers within its industry is 

(For more insights on competition 
law, see next page feature interview 
with the former CEO of the Hong 
Kong Competition Commission - 
Mr. Brent Snyder) >>
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1. WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO TAKE UP THE 
APPOINTMENT AS THE CEO OF THE HONG 
KONG COMPETITION COMMISSION?
 
It was a very unique opportunity. By 2017, I had spent 
a large portion of my career at one of the oldest and 
most experienced competition enforcement agencies 
in the world and had gained a lot of experience 
through working on many interesting and important 
cases. For that reason, I thought it was quite an 
interesting opportunity to go from an old and well-
established competition enforcement agency to what 
then was one of the youngest enforcement agencies 
in the world with a completely new competition law 
regime. At that point, the legal regime in Hong Kong 
was largely untested. The first couple of enforcement 
cases had been filed, but there had not been any 
substantive rulings on them and the cases had not 
gone to trial. Essentially, it was an opportunity to 
join at an early stage of what would be an exciting 
development for Hong Kong and the origins of its 
competition law.

2. HOW MUCH DID YOU KNOW ABOUT HONG 
KONG’S COMPETITION ENVIRONMENT 
BEFORE YOU CAME?

Not a huge amount. I knew the Hong Kong economy 
had historically been very unregulated. The mere 
fact that it had taken the city until 2012 to adopt a 
competition law – which was quite a lot later than many 
comparable jurisdictions – is a pretty good indication 
of that. I also knew there had been considerable 
opposition to the passage of the competition law in 
Hong Kong which had resulted in compromises in 
its substance. These included a limited merger rule, 
warning notices for certain types of conduct, etc. As 
such, I was familiar with the backdrop of the passage 
of the Competition Ordinance (“CO”) at a high level. 
With respect to the Commission, I had an opportunity 
to look at its published guidelines and some of its 
published policies like its enforcement policy and its 
leniency policy. I also had a talk with my predecessor, 
Rose Webb, before making the decision to come to 

Hong Kong. But beyond that high level of knowledge, 
I did not know that much.

3. UPON ARRIVAL, HOW DID YOU PREPARE 
FOR THE CULTURE SHOCK IF THERE WAS 
ANY FOR YOU?

I would not say there was really any culture shock, 
but there were certainly some adjustments that I 
experienced in coming here. First, Hong Kong has a 
UK-based litigation system. That was quite different 
for me because, for instance, when I was a prosecutor 
at the United States Department of Justice, I would 
handle my own cases. I would do the investigation 
and also be the person to take any case to trial. I 
was accustomed to both the investigation and the 
litigation process being handled by the enforcement 
agency itself. When I came to Hong Kong, I learned 
that the Commission was not responsible for its 
own litigation in the sense that it would not be the 
Commission’s lawyers who would be standing up to 
argue cases at the Competition Tribunal. Instead, the 
Commission would work with outside solicitors and 
barristers.
 
It was also quite a change in the type and style of trial. 
In the US, for instance, a cartel case would be tried 
to a jury, while in Hong Kong trials would be to the 
tribunal. Even so, the system was not completely alien 
to me because the US system has some similarities to 
the UK system, but it was a bit of an adjustment for 
me.
 
Moreover, in the US, I was obviously applying US 
competition law whereas Hong Kong’s CO is based 
on the European Union competition regime. On 
the whole, the US and EU regimes have similar 
underpinnings (underpinning that are similar to 
all competition enforcement across developed 
jurisdictions), but there are some differences that 
can make a difference in particular cases. For 
example, in the US, information sharing would not 
be considered a hardcore cartel in the absence of an 
actual agreement related to price. Whereas in the 

A Credible, Trustworthy, and Principled Enforcer in ProgressA Credible, Trustworthy, and Principled Enforcer in Progress
Interview with Mr. Brent Snyder - former CEO of the Hong Kong Competition Commission
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EU and, thus Hong Kong, the sharing of future price 
information between competitors can be considered 
a hardcore cartel or serious anti-competitive conduct 
even in the absence of a specific agreement. I do not 
think these are fundamental differences, but they 
can lead to different outcomes for certain types of 
conduct. That was also an adjustment for me.
 
The final adjustment that candidly surprised me 
when I got to Hong Kong were some of the open legal 
and procedural questions that still existed. Certainly, 
I knew there had not been any trials and so no 
precedent had yet been set regarding certain aspects 
of the law, but I was quite surprised to learn that it 
was undecided what the applicable standard of proof 
would be at trial. As such, the Commission was going 
to trial in two cases and did not know if it was going 
to have a civil or criminal standard of proof.
 
Additionally, there were certain procedural issues that 
had not really been worked through and are gradually 
being filled out. For instance, it was only within the 
last year that the tribunal adopted a Carecraft [1] 
procedure for settlements. There are also some other 
aspects of procedure, which have been developing 
over time rather than having been settled at the outset 
of the CO and at the formation of the tribunal. So, 
these were all adjustments, but I would not say they 
amounted to the level of culture shock.
 
4. WHAT WAS A TYPICAL DAY AT WORK LIKE 
BACK AT THE HKCC? COULD YOU BRIEFLY 
TELL US WHAT KIND OF TASKS ARE UNDER 
YOUR PURVIEW AND WHAT SORT OF 
RESPONSIBILITIES DID YOU HAVE? 
 
I had day-to-day substantive oversight for all aspects of 
work at the HKCC. This included enforcement work, 
policy work, advocacy work, etc., although most of 
the actual work would be delegated to my colleagues. 
Delegation helped with the institutionalization of 
tasks and responsibilities which gave employees the 
opportunity to gain experience, grow and develop.
 
My typical day would involve meetings and reading. 
For example, I meet together with the Commission’s 
Executive Directors each week so that we could 

discuss key upcoming priorities and initiatives. I 
would also meet with each Executive Director one-
on-one weekly to get status updates, discuss strategy 
and decisions and answer questions. I would also have 
monthly meetings with broader groups to discuss 
investigations, policy and advocacy, administrative 
matters and litigation. Finally, to better inform my 
understanding and decision making, I would meet 
formally and informally with members of the business, 
legal and academic communities to understand 
aspects of the local economy, the implications of 
government policies and regulations, and to hear 
their thoughts on the development of competition 
law in Hong Kong. This would also give me a view of 
the competitive landscape in Hong Kong. 

5. WERE THERE ANY PARTICULAR CASE(S) 
OR GENERAL AREAS THAT YOU HAVE 
INFLUENCED AND THAT MAKE YOU 
EXTREMELY PROUD OR CLASSIFY AS YOUR 
GREATEST ACHIEVEMENT? 
 
I would not say that there is any single case that 
makes me most proud. Rather, I would say that I 
am very proud of the overall progress that has been 
made since the inception of the HKCC, including 
both during the time prior to my arrival and during 
my time at the HKCC. During the five years that the 
Ordinance has been in effect, the HKCC has brought 
a variety of enforcement actions to the Competition 
Tribunal, prevailed in each of those cases and used 
other enforcement tools at its disposal. In doing so, 
it set key substantive and procedural precedents on 
which all future enforcement will be based. That is 
really important!
 
During my time at the HKCC, the Commission tried 
to be very strategic about the cases it brought and 
the order in which the cases were brought, allowing 
key foundational precedents to be set in a logical and 
measured way. I am very proud of this approach, 
and this success is reflected in the way the law is 
developing in Hong Kong.
 
I am also proud of the “infrastructure” of policies 
and practices that have been put in place, ensuring 
that the Commission is doing things in the right way, 
which will position it to be a credible, effective and 
principled enforcer. I think we achieved success in 
this area during my time there, and I think the HKCC 
will continue to prosper. 
 
Finally, I’m proud of the HKCC’s staff. The staff are 
gaining experience, dedicated and want to do good 
things for Hong Kong’s consumers. The fact that 

[1]  referring to its origins in Re Carecraft Construction 
Co Ltd [1994] 1 WLR 172 in §§9-10 of the Reasons for 
Decision. The procedure requests the Court to decide 
whether a disqualification order of a company’s director 
should be made and within what period of time on the 
basis of limited agreed facts, without a full trial of factual 
allegations.
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they’ve grown a lot over the past five years brings me 
great pride. 

6. YOU’VE MENTIONED THAT YOU’VE SPENT 
TIME AT ONE OF THE MOST EXPERIENCED 
ANTI-COMPETITION COMMISSIONS IN 
THE WORLD IN THE US DOJ. DURING 
YOUR TIME WITH HKCC, DO YOU THINK 
YOU HAVE ‘TRANSFERRED’ ANY OF YOUR 
EXPERIENCES/SKILLS AT THE US DOJ 
ANTITRUST DIVISION? IF SO, WHICH PARTS 
DO YOU THINK YOU HAVE TRANSPLANTED 
WELL? (I.E. SOFT SKILLS OR CASES THAT 
HELPS YOU DEAL WITH PROBLEMS)
 
Definitely!
 
My understanding of the substantive development 
of competition law transferred. The US has had 
competition law for over 130 years, and it is that 
experience that informed my view of issues here, 
even though the law is substantively different in some 
respects.
 
There are other skills and knowledge that I believe 
transferred well to Hong Kong. Similar to the US, 
Hong Kong has a prosecutorial system in which 
many enforcement outcomes are decided by the 
Competition Tribunal. Aspects of my US litigation 
experience have transferred and informed the 
approach the Commission took in particular cases.  I 
think my experience in the US also translated well to 
the investigative process, such as enforcement strategy 
decisions. In thinking about these types of issues, I 
never focused only on the issues that needed to be 
decided in the moment. I also took into account how 
a decision would impact or apply to issues I knew that 
the Commission would see in the future. I knew from 
experience what things are likely to come. Taking the 
wrong approach to win  a current battle could mean 
losing a future war. I tried using the experience of the 
US to avoid what I would term “pyrrhic victories”.

7. HKCC HAS MADE GREAT STRIDES 
IN THE WAY IT TACKLES ISSUES, IN 
ITS INFRASTRUCTURE AND ITS WAYS 
OF THINKING. DO YOU THINK THERE 
ARE, IF ANY, FURTHER CHANGES THAT 
SHOULD BE MADE TO HK’S COMPETITION 
ENVIRONMENT? ANY CHANGES THAT YOU 
WOULD MAKE IF YOU WERE IN HONG KONG?
 
Let me start by answering the broader question. 
Competition enforcement is still relatively new to HK, 
compared to more than a century of development in 

the US and Canada, or several decades of development 
in Europe. Continuous development and enforcement 
of competition law in HK will better educate the 
public about the pitfalls of different conducts and also 
educate the business community on what it can and 
cannot do.
 
There is still some reluctance regarding, and resistance 
to, competition law in some corners of the business 
community. My hope is that as the law continues 
to develop, they will see the benefits of competition 
enforcement to the overall competitive landscape. 
Rather than restraining them, it should free them to 
compete more aggressively and hopefully help them 
to be more successful if they have a competitive or 
innovative product or service.
 
With respect to the law, itself, I certainly think that 
there are aspects of the CO which would benefit 
from revisions. I do not think wholesale changes 
are necessary; rather I think it’s more about changes 
in the details (i.e. the Merger Rule, clarifying the 
standard of proof, other technical amendments that 
would increase the efficiency of enforcement).

Competition Law and Specifics

8. WHAT IS THE VALUE OF COMPETITION 
LAW? WHY DO YOU THINK IT IS 
IMPORTANT AND HOW IS THE BALANCE 
STRUCK BETWEEN ENSURING FREEDOM 
OF ECONOMY AND PROTECTION OF THE 
MARKET’S OVERALL INTEREST?
 
No system has done a better job of providing for 
the needs and well-being of people than the market 
economy. You need only look across the border 
(i.e. Mainland China) to see the dramatic changes 
resulting from the transition from a centrally 
planned economy to a more robust market economy. 
Competition creates better, cheaper and more 
innovative products and services for consumers, and 
this improves the material well-being and general 
opportunities such as employment for those who 
live in a market economy. To protect competition 
is to protect freedom of economy and the overall 
interest of the market. Enforcers should do only what 
is necessary to protect competition and be cautious 
in going further to regulate in ways that go beyond 
protecting competition. 

9. YOU MENTIONED THAT PROGRESS HAS 
BEEN MADE OVER THE LAST 5 YEARS SINCE 
THE ENACTMENT OF CO, WHICH MAKES YOU 
PROUD. DO YOU THINK THERE IS GENERAL 
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AWARENESS OF COMPETITION LAW IN 
HONG KONG, AND IF SO, IS IT SUFFICIENT?
 
Yes, I do. It is not perfect at this point, but certainly, 
there have been real advances in improving local 
knowledge, and the Commission is seeing the results 
of the improvement.

Even before the CO was in effect, the HKCC had 
already been conducting non-stop advocacy work, 
targeting different stakeholders ranging from civic 
leaders, the business community, the general public 
and students and presenting aspects of the CO in 
ways that are relevant to them. Whilst I was at the 
Commission, we were seeing the results of that 
advocacy work. The quality and nature of complaints 
and queries from the public showed an increased level 
of comprehension of what the CO is about, what it is 
meant to protect and the types of conduct prohibited 
by the CO. 
 
During my time as CEO, the Commission further 
undertook to organize public education campaigns 
on issues such as bid-rigging and price-fixing, and in 
the aftermath of these campaigns, it received spikes in 
the number of complaints regarding those conducts 
which showed that people did not merely see the 
campaigns but were understanding and applying 
them. 
 
The Commission’s public efforts also resulted in 
complaints that led to enforcement actions. At this 
point the Commission has brought 7 enforcement 
actions to the Competition Tribunal.  Most of 
them had some nexus in the Commission’s public 
education and outreach because people came 
forward to report conduct after seeing or attending 
Commission advocacy and outreach. More recently, 
one of the Commission’s campaigns led directly to its 
first successful leniency agreement. 
 
Thus, the Commission sees that its advocacy work 
helped the public understand the law better.  

10. IN YOUR OPINION, SHOULD 
COMPETITION LAW PRIMARILY ADDRESS 
THE INTERESTS OF CONSUMERS OR THE 
INTERESTS OF COMPETITORS/ GAINS OF 
THE WRONGDOER? EU JURISPRUDENCE 
APPEARS TO FOCUS ON THE FORMER WHILST 
THERE ARE LINES OF US JURISPRUDENCE 
POINTING TO THE LATTER - ONE EXAMPLE 
IS THAT US JURISPRUDENCE APPEARS TO 
REQUIRE PROVING OF RECOUPMENT IN 
THE REALM OF “PREDATORY PRICING”.

 I tend not to agree with the premise of the question. 
 
Fundamentally, I would say most jurisdictions, 
including the US and EU, strive to protect competition 
rather than individual competitors, with resulting 
benefits to consumer welfare. That does not mean 
there are no differences between jurisdictions, but 
there is still general uniformity that what is being 
protected is competition. The difference between the 
US and EU approaches to predatory pricing does 
not change the fact that the ultimate goal in both 
jurisdictions is to protect competition rather than 
individual competitors. 

11. YOU MENTIONED HOW YOU WERE 
SURPRISED THAT HONG KONG DID NOT 
HAVE A CLEAR LAW AS TO WHICH STANDARD 
OF PROOF TO APPLY IN COMPETITION LAW 
WHEN YOU FIRST ARRIVED IN HONG KONG 
- NOW WE KNOW IT IS THE STANDARD OF 
BEYOND REASONABLE DOUBT. IN THE 
FUTURE, DO YOU THINK WE SHOULD 
GROW TOWARDS TREATING ANTITRUST 
VIOLATION AS CRIMINAL OFFENCES? FOR 
INSTANCE, THE US SHERMAN ACT DOES SO 
BUT THE EU HAS RESISTED SO FAR.
 
There is a recent trend in a growing number of 
jurisdictions to criminalize certain anti-competitive 
conduct, specifically hard-core cartels (price-fixing, 
bid-rigging and market-sharing). For instance, 
Australia did so a few years ago, following the US 
and Canada where such conduct has long been 
criminal. Similarly, New Zealand recently passed a 
law criminalizing cartel conduct.
 
What I have said in the past, and now reiterate, is that 
individual criminal liability, especially incarceration 
for cartel conduct, is the single most effective 
deterrent to that type of conduct. For instance, there 
were several cartels which operated in many places 
around the world but expressly excluded the United 
States because the participants in the cartel admitted 
they were afraid of having to go to jail in the United 
States. This clearly indicates the deterrent effect 
criminal sanctions, in particular incarceration, can 
have on cartels. 
 
Having said that, I am not prepared to say that Hong 
Kong necessarily needs to criminalize competition 
law in the sense of adding imprisonment as a sanction. 
The HKCC has tools to hold individuals liable, such 
as disqualification and pecuniary penalties, and is in 
fact using them. I think Hong Kong can wait and see 
whether these tools have an adequate deterrent effect.  
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If so,  it likely is unnecessary to add more stringent 
criminal sanctions. 

12. SO FAR, WE ONLY HAVE CASES 
CONCERNING THE FIRST CONDUCT RULE 
(“FCR”), ARE YOU AWARE AS TO WHETHER 
THE COMMISSION IS ALSO KEEN TO SET 
PRECEDENT CONCERNING THE SECOND 
CONDUCT RULE (“SCR”)? [2]
 
Yes, the Commission believes it is very important to 
set SCR precedent and, in fact, recently filed its first 
SCR case, alleging a contravention based on a refusal 
to supply.
 
I was very pleased to see this case filing, which 
occurred shortly after I left the Commission. SCR 
cases take more time to investigate and are more 
complex to prove, making them more difficult to 
bring to the Competition Tribunal especially if they 
are subject to a criminal standard of proof. However, 
it is very important for the Commission to try so that 
the SCR does not become a hollow regulation.

It is worth mentioning that it is not a violation of the 
CO to be a dominant (or monopoly) company or to 
have substantial market power. Rather, it is the use of 
that market power to try to exclude actual or potential 
competitors from the sector that violates the CO.
 
Many SCR cases in other jurisdictions are the 
result of businesses that are victimized by abusive 
conduct by a dominant company complaining to 
the competition enforcer.  I hope to see that in 
Hong Kong, too, because such businesses are in the 
best position to call the conduct to the attention of 
the Commission. The Commission would like to 
commence more SCR investigations, but it would 
be greatly assisted by victimized companies coming 
forward to report abusive conduct and cooperating 
with the Commission’s investigation.

13. WHAT IS YOUR TAKE ON THE POSSIBILITY 
OF EXPANDING THE MERGER RULE IN HONG 
KONG, NOW THAT IT IS ONLY LIMITED TO 
THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS SECTOR? IS IT 
RECOMMENDED? SAY ONE DAY WELLCOME 
AND PARKNSHOP DECIDED TO MERGE 
TOGETHER, THERE IS LITERALLY NO LAW 
TO STOP THEM FROM DOING SO.

 I think it is absolutely necessary to expand the Merger 
Rule to achieve maximum effects of the CO. 

At the time the CO was enacted, the decision was made 
by the Government to limit application of the Merger 
Rule to the telecommunications sector. In this regard, 
Hong Kong is not alone in having either no merger 
rule or a limited merger rule at the beginning. Even 
in the US, specific merger rules were added only a few 
years after the original Sherman Act was enacted. But, 
typically, jurisdictions eventually add a merger rule 
because it is necessary for  a comprehensive, effective 
competition regime.
 
Let me give a couple of examples of why this is 
important. If two companies in an industry would 
contravene the CO by fixing prices, they could still 
legally achieve the same competitive result in Hong 
Kong by merging. A merger rule would prevent them 
from reaching the same competitive outcome as a 
cartel. 

Likewise, one of the best ways to prevent companies 
from abusing their substantial market   power is by 
preventing them from obtaining  substantial market 
power through mergers. The rules that allow the 
regulation of mergers are critical in this regard, so I 
think it is absolutely necessary for the Ordinance to 
have a broader Merger Rule at some point. 

One real-life example illustrating the importance of 
a merger rule is the Hong Kong Seaport Alliance, 
which the Commission investigated and from which 
it obtained commitments to address competition 
concerns. That investigation was permissible only 
because the seaport operators did not merge but 
instead entered into an alliance that fell short of 
a merger. Had they actually merged, they would 
have been able to do so without any scrutiny by the 
Commission, and the Commission would not have 
been able to have its competition concerns addressed.   
That is an actual real-world example of why a merger 
rule is needed.

Some might like to see the Commission gain 
experience enforcing the FCR and SCR before  giving 
it the additional, and, frankly, more complicated 
responsibility to investigate mergers. I do not think 
that was necessarily an erroneous view. Having said 
that, the Commission has been enforcing the CO for 
five years and has gained considerable experience. 
Additionally, the Seaport Alliance investigation 
was very similar to a merger investigation, and the 
Commission showed that it is capable of investigating 
a case of that complexity quite efficiently and obtaining 

[2]  Note: Questions established in early December of 2020. 
There had been updates on the SCR by Linde case on 21 
December 2020.
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appropriate outcomes that address competition 
concerns.  I think lack of Commission experience is 
no longer a reason to limit application of the Merger 
Rule.

14. SEEING THAT CONGLOMERATES ARE 
PREVAILING IN HONG KONG, WHAT IS YOUR 
TAKE, AND DO YOU THINK THERE ARE ANY 
AVAILABLE TOOLS UNDER THE CURRENT 
ORDINANCE TO REGULATE THAT?

Hong Kong waited a long time to adopt a competition 
law. This delay had a significant impact on Hong 
Kong’s economy, which was largely unregulated, 
because many market sectors were able to become 
very concentrated.

Once there was a high degree of concentration 
-- in particular in market sectors where there are 
conglomerates -- the CO did not dictate that the 
conglomerates have to break up. The CO only comes 
into play if a conglomerate does something that violates 
the CO. As I mentioned, it is not a violation of the 
CO to become a dominant conglomerate, especially 
when there is no merger rule. The CO only prevents 
a conglomerate from abusing a substantial degree of 
market power once it achieves it. If conglomerates 
have achieved dominance as a result of the prior lack 
of regulation and are not now doing anything abusive 
to prevent potential entrants, there is really not much 
that can be done under the Ordinance.

To some degree, the CO was passed only after ‘the 
horse had bolted from the barn’ in some sectors. 
Concentration in some market sectors might not 
have been achievable if there had been an earlier 
competition law, including a  cross-sector Merger 
Rule. 

15. WHAT WOULD YOU SAY WERE THE 
US ELEMENTS YOU BROUGHT TO HK’S 
COMPETITION DEVELOPMENT?
 
Based on my experience in the US and working as an 
enforcer, I find that being transparent and predictable 
is vital to being a credible, effective, and principled 
enforcer. As a result, I tried to implement approaches 
and policies that are successful not only in the US 
but in other developed competition enforcement 
agencies to create transparency and predictability. 
That includes things like engaging with the parties 
substantively during investigations and offering 
parties other opportunities to be heard before 
finalizing enforcement recommendations.

From a procedural and strategic standpoint, certain 
approaches are important to the enforcement 
success of the US that I tried to emphasize in Hong 
Kong as well. We have already touched on one of 
them -- individual accountability. Even though the 
Commission has no power to seek to send people to 
jail, it does have the ability to seek disqualification 
of directors and pecuniary penalties against other 
individuals who are involved in a contravention 
of the Ordinance. This is important for deterrence 
and also to incentivize investigative cooperation 
by individuals.  Similarly, creating transparent and 
predictable benefits for corporate cooperation is 
important to incentivize companies to cooperate 
with the Commission’s investigations and accept 
responsibility for their conduct. These approaches 
have been successful not only in the US but also in 
other jurisdictions.

I have tried to ensure that the Commission is practical, 
proportionate, and fair in its enforcement approaches. 
All of these things are important to demonstrate 
that the Commission is a credible, trustworthy and 
principled enforcer.

16. WHAT SHOULD BE THE NEXT STEP FOR 
HK’S COMPETITION IN GENERAL, AND 
HOW? PROCEDURE-WISE? SUBSTANCE-
WISE? 

The key is for the Commission to continue to do 
what it has been doing, which is to bring additional 
enforcement actions that add to and build on 
precedents that have been set to date. There are still 
aspects of the FCR that have not yet been developed. 
Different types of conduct and agreements may not 
necessarily support a pecuniary penalty action in the 
Competition Tribunal but still raise issues under the 
FCR. I think it is important for the Commission to 
bring enforcement actions (such as issuing warning 
notices) when such problematic conduct is detected. 
The reason for doing that is to continue to build 
the awareness and understanding of the business 
community about the types of conduct that are 
impermissible under the CO.

It is also necessary to consider amendments to the CO 
so that it is more efficient and effective. Finally, the 
Commission should continue its policy engagement 
with the government, which is important not only 
for the continued development of competition in 
Hong Kong, but also development of the role of the 
Commission in enforcing and advising on the law. 
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17. ANY WORDS FOR YOUR FUTURE 
SUCCESSOR ONCE THAT IS FINALIZED?

When I arrived, there had been a lot of good 
foundational work done by the original Commission 
members, executives and staff in developing initial 
policies, enforcement guidelines, and campaigns to 
educate the public about the existence of the law. I 
inherited that work and said I was the luckiest guy in 
the world to get to come in just as the Commission 
had started enforcing the law and had just brought its 
first cases. Even then, however, we still did not have 
any local precedent, did not know for sure how much 
the Competition Tribunal would look to foreign 
precedents, had unarticulated legal standards, some 
procedures such as settlements had not fully been 
worked out and the Commission had a limited range 
of enforcement experience. Many of those things are 
no longer true.  Great progress has been made. 

As a result, I would say to the next Chief Executive 
that he or she is even luckier than I was because 
some of the open questions have been answered and 
a number of strong precedents have been set due to 
the staff ’s hard work. My advice is therefore to stay 
the course and to keep doing what the Commission 
has been doing and to build on it. Bring cases based 
on the law and on sound economic analysis. Be a 
transparent, predictable and principled enforcer.  
That’s the job. 

18. WHAT IS ONE THING YOU WOULD WISH 
FOR HONG KONG’S BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT 
IN THE NEAR FUTURE?

I wish for a rebound from the challenges the city 
has had in the last couple of years. More robust 
competition, innovation that benefits consumers and 
finding ways to facilitate and incentivize new entrants 
in some of the concentrated market sectors in Hong 
Kong would contribute greatly to that. 

19. DO YOU HAVE ANY WORDS FOR OUR 
CURRENT LAW STUDENTS OR THE YOUNG 
GRADUATES/THE NOT-SO-OLD JUNIOR 
LAWYERS WHO ASPIRE TO BE COMPETITION 
LAW EXPERTS? ARE THERE ANY SKILLS 
THAT ARE IN HIGH DEMAND IN THE 
COMPETITION LAW AREA?

I have been a lawyer for almost 30 years now. I have 
spent about a third of my career as a commercial 
litigation attorney working on various types of 
litigation matters, including competition law, in the 
US. It was only for the last 18 to 20 years that I have 

worked exclusively in the area of competition law.

I love competition law. It is a challenging and 
interesting area of the law that has a direct and 
meaningful impact on people. It is an area of the law 
where you can contribute, whether you are on the 
enforcement side, in the private sector at a law firm 
or in-house in a company.

One of the things that I really enjoy about competition 
law is that I like learning about different industries 
during the investigations on which I have worked. 
Cases that I have dealt with include air cargo, domestic 
shipping, seafood processing and distribution and the 
manufacture of flat-screen LCD panels. If you are a 
person who enjoys learning about an industry and the 
effects of certain types of conduct on those industries, 
you will probably really enjoy competition law. 

In terms of the skills, beyond taking a competition law 
course, I would advise finding opportunities to get 
basic training in economics in addition to your legal 
training. Fundamentally competition law is based on 
economic analysis. Many cases, including the SCR 
case the Commission has filed, will turn on economic 
analysis of how competition in a particular industry 
has been or has not been affected by the conduct 
under investigation. You do not need to get a Ph.D. 
in economics to be a competition lawyer, but having 
a basic knowledge of economic principles certainly 
helps, especially when it comes to the more difficult 
types of competition law cases, such as SCR cases, 
merger cases, and other types of ‘competitive effects’ 
cases. Having at least some grounding in economics 
helps in understanding the work and issues even as a 
lawyer. 
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1. CAN YOU WALK US THROUGH YOUR 
TYPICAL DAY AT WORK?

At the outset, the fun of what we do lies in diversity. 
The diversity of tasks for us as human rights lawyers 
ranges from meeting with clients and having client 
interviews in the office. These are good for such 
diversity grounds you in what your problems are and 
you get to hear the first hand of what’s going on in 
society. With the legal system here, which has both 
barristers and solicitors, we could go to court and be 
advocates in court by drafting the documents as a team 
to have particular cases resolved in the high court. 
We also advocate at the tribunals where we deal with 
cutting-edge refugee cases. I’m often at the torture 
claims appeal board on my feet for the claimants in 
their appeals. Furthermore, as human rights lawyers, 
we can advocate in other forums as well. For example, 
I recently spoke at LAWASIA where everything had 
been conducted on Zoom, and we had about 300-
400 participants in the national security law seminar. 
Before COVID-19, we used to occasionally lecture at 
various universities and institutions on human rights 
law. 

2. WHY DID YOU CHOOSE TO BECOME A 
HUMAN RIGHTS LAWYER?

Originally from Canada, I have been a human rights 
lawyer for 25 years now in Hong Kong with interests 
in social justice issues, not knowing if I wanted to 
practice law in the first place. But I don’t see the law 
in a narrow dimension that only leads to a profession 
or a career idea. Law, as one tool, should achieve some 
social impact and grapple with important societal 
issues. Naturally, grappling with those issues is the 
allure for me to commit to human rights work and 
to also work on judicial review cases, which keep me 
sustained and going forward. Not to be critical of 
transactional works, I don’t think I’d be in it for 25 
years doing transactions. 

3. WHAT DO MINORITY RIGHTS MEAN TO 
YOU?

I wouldn’t hive off minority rights from human rights. 
In Hong Kong, although I do think there needs to be 
more people advocating for minority rights, minority 
rights are just a subset of the whole menu of human 
rights. When having delusions of grandeur, I see 
myself at the coalface battling for the whole spectrum 
of rights in the United Nations’ basic covenants and 
trying to get those practical realizations of rights in 
Hong Kong by going down the menu of the ICCPR 
[1], the ICESCR [2], or the CRC [3]. I think people in 
Hong Kong, the Mainland, and in this world should 
enjoy these rights all equally. Hence, the minority 
rights are just one major component of those that 
may need more assistance with access to justice issues 
and other supports related to the whole menu.

4. ARE THERE ANY MEMORABLE CASES 
THAT HAVE LEFT AN IMPACT ON YOU? CAN 
YOU TELL US ABOUT THEM?
 
Yes, there are quite a few. Prabakar probably has 
been the biggest one in our area that basically set off 
a domino effect of a bunch of cases that led to the 
USM (Unified Screening Mechanism) system here. 
Prabakar was the first in the Court of Final Appeal 
in 2004, and because of that win, which your readers 
might not be aware of, anybody facing removal who 
alleges that they would be tortured if they return to 
their country, they have to be properly screened and 
assessed. That kicked off a domino effect of human 
rights cases because then we creatively thought that if 
they are waiting for their assessment, they should get 
food and accommodation. But who is going to give 
them that? And a variety of other cases followed, for 
example, FB & Ors said that they should have a right 
to a lawyer and fair procedure. As a human rights 
lawyer 16 years ago and till now, when I go to the 
torture claims appeal board, or go to Skyline Tower 

Keep Asking QuestionsKeep Asking Questions
Interview with Mr. Mark Daly - An Original Member of the Articles 23 & Article 45 Concern Groups

[1]  “International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights”
[2]  “International Covenant on Economic, Social and  
        Cultural Rights”
[3]  “Convention on the Rights of the Child”
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(where the Immigration Department is located) for 
immigration issues, I can see all of these were set up 
as a result of a test case. So how cool is that as a lawyer 
to have done the case that led to the setup of an entire 
department.

5. WE HAVE SEEN THAT YOU AND YOUR 
TEAM HAVE HAD A LOT OF WINS. WHAT ARE 
THE MOST SIGNIFICANT CHALLENGES YOU 
HAVE FACED ADVOCATING IN THE HIGHER 
COURTS?
 
It’s an ongoing challenge. I think there has been a lot 
of restrictions on judicial review, and I think it has 
become increasingly difficult to continue to have 
those wins. Procedurally, there has been a number 
of hurdles.For example, it’s more difficult to get leave 
and it’s more difficult to receive legal aid. A lot of 
these things have been kind of judge-made changes 
to the system we were used to. I think even now 
there’s pressure from the outside on judicial review 
and on so-called politically sensitive cases. Therefore 
I think it’s an ongoing battle to see if we will continue 
to have a judicial review as a check-and-balance on 
the government. 

6. WHAT ARE SOME DIFFICULTIES YOU 
FACED PRACTISING HUMAN RIGHTS LAW IN 
HONG KONG? 

I think it flows from the other question.I will try to 
sum up the battle. It’s systemic to try to continue to, 
certainly as a small law firm, exist as an entity here 
and as a business in a way. In order to survive, we 
got legal aid cases, we have got to do the duty lawyer 
cases, and some private businesses. But we cannot 
accept funding from an NGO, so in order to survive 
and to do what we have to do, it’s a day-to-day walking 
the tightrope.We have committed people working 
here that don’t earn as much as they would if they are 
working in the commercial practice. But trying to get 
that mix of cases, we can still commercially survive 
and do the important human rights cases. Again, it’s 
an ongoing battle.

7. HOW HAS COVID-19 AFFECTED YOUR 
WORK, GIVEN THE SYSTEMIC CHALLENGES 
THAT YOUR FIRM FACES?
 
Always try to think from the client’s perspective. 
Many of them simply want to get a fair decision on 
their cases, but things are often delayed, and they 
continue to live in limbo, often unable to work. 
Therefore it’s hard on them because they can’t have 
a final resolution of their cases. We survive, there are 

things that you can do, but you don’t want to arrange 
client appointments and put anyone in danger because 
of the restrictions and social distancing. Things are 
certainly delayed, like TCAB (torture claim) hearings 
and client appointments, but there are other things 
that we can do. But from clients’ perspectives, it just 
means everything’s delayed. 

8. DID THE PASSING OF THE NATIONAL 
SECURITY LAW HAVE ANY IMPACT ON YOUR 
WORK? DO YOU FORESEE ANY CHANGES IN 
HONG KONG’S HUMAN RIGHTS LAW FIELD 
BECAUSE OF THE NATIONAL SECURITY LAW?
 
It’s a major blow to Hong Kong’s human rights, and 
don’t look at the National Security Law in isolation. 
Look at the human rights framework as a whole. Why 
do we have the National Security Law? I thought 
about that the other day, and dug out the pamphlets. 
I wonder whether I should feel partially responsible 
for the National Security Law, because 18 years ago 
myself and a few other lawyers, Gladys Li, Margaret 
Ng and Alan Leong were in the Article 23 concern 
group. We basically put all our efforts into critiquing 
the proposed national security legislation under 
Article 23 by the Hong Kong Government. At that 
time, we got about 500,000 people marching out, 
so they withdrew the bill they proposed. After 17, 
18 years, am I responsible for the National Security 
Law because the government didn’t decide to refine 
their proposal in these 18 years, and they didn’t come 
back and put something else on the table? So that 
argument is being made, that because Hong Kong 
didn’t do it, Beijing had to step in and provide the 
National Security Law. Do you buy that? I mean, we 
gave a lot of criticism and said it could be done this 
way, it could be done that way, and they didn’t come 
back. For me, this is what democracy is all about. It 
should be a little bit of give-and-take, and then you 
find a proposal in the middle. So they didn’t come 
back, right? Why not? 
 
So now we have this foist upon us, and as I said, it 
is not in isolation. We’ve got no opposition, and 
suddenly there’s a lack of restraint by Beijing. So 
now they directly legislated, then you’ve got them 
avoiding Article 23 of the Basic Law, and you’ve got 
them avoiding Article 79 of the Basic Law, and you 
got no opposition legislators… I wrote the pamphlet 
on sedition .I was in Malaysia as an amnesty observer 
when they were misusing their sedition laws to 
stop freedom of speech from opposition people in 
Malaysia, and I would have never thought we were 
going to get there in Hong Kong. The disused sedition 
law has now suddenly been revived in Hong Kong.
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There’s a sedition case going on, you guys know about 
it right? So suddenly they are using archaic laws that 
the Law Reform Commissions of the UK and Canada 
have said to be abolished. And they are using that. To 
get to the answer, it’s not just the National Security 
Law, but the holistic authoritarian use of every means 
you can to basically clamp down on Hong Kong. And 
again, the ultimate responsibility should be that of the 
government to have a dialogue. In the early days of 
the protest, there were talks about dialogue. But they 
haven’t had any dialogue since the protest started, 
right? No rational dialogue. 

9. WHY DO YOU THINK THERE HASN’T BEEN 
ANY DIALOGUE YET?

That’s probably to some extent outside my scope as 
a humble general human rights lawyer. You guys’ 
opinions are probably more valuable than mine on 
why there is no dialogue. I think there is an ideological 
collision, unfortunately, between the system next 
door and what we thought would be the system here. 
We thought perhaps the system next door would be 
big enough to be able to include one city that basically 
promotes democracy and human rights according to 
the UN values, but it seems like we are not going in 
that direction right now.

10. AS YOU HAVE HOLISTICALLY EXPLAINED 
THE ROLE OF LAW IN POLITICS, WHAT 
LEGAL REFORM(S) IS THE MOST URGENTLY 
NEEDED IN HONG KONG TODAY AND WHY?
 
I’ll probably repeat myself, but I think they all 
go together. There isn’t a legitimate democratic 
government here, and the powers don’t seem inclined 
to want to go that way, and basically continue to go 
all the way against the Basic Law and the Sino-British 
Joint Declaration. That’s the big problem. Everything 
else goes astray because of that. Matthew Cheung 
the other day spoke about. It was on December 
4th, and he was promoting the PRC constitution. I 
read his piece and there wasn’t one mention of the 
Sino-British Joint Declaration. And certainly, I have 
been to Beijing and met the Supreme Court judges 
there in my capacity as a member of the Law Society 
Council. The PRC Constitution says you can’t do a 
constitutional judicial review on human rights as we 
can here. So do we want to go that way? I don’t know. 

11. AS A HUMAN RIGHTS LAWYER, HOW DO 
YOU THINK YOU CAN ACCOMMODATE OR 
MANAGE YOUR PRACTICE IN THE FACE OF 
THE CHANGES BROUGHT ABOUT BY THE 
NATIONAL SECURITY LAW?

I was asked a similar question on BBC right after 
it came in. As a human rights lawyer, what I do is 
simply promoting the UN menu of human rights, 
and so if advocating that is going to get me in trouble, 
I’m not sure what else I can do. That’s all I have been 
trained to do. I’m here to witness what is going on and 
see where the line is. But if the line goes further than 
that where we cannot even peacefully advocate those 
principles, then we really hit rock bottom. But we’re 
still in a wait-and-see position.  

12. MORE BROADLY, WHAT DO YOU THINK 
IS THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LAW AND 
POLITICS?
 
I am always suspicious of people using the supposed 
difference between politics and law to their various 
agendas. Human rights by their very nature are 
political for people, and so for me, it’s just the ones that 
say human rights are too sensitive and we shouldn’t 
talk about that. I try to put it in terms of areas of law, 
which some might buy as a more legitimate argument, 
that human rights is a discipline of law that I practise. 
But some won’t let me practise that or talk about 
that next door. They’re happy to be on the belt and 
road if it is commercial related law, but why can’t I go 
over to Shenzhen and Beijing to talk about judicial 
review and human rights? Just ask the question. Some 
think it’s not appropriate.Why shouldn’t I be able to 
conduct a detention visit of Mainland human rights 
lawyers, talk rationally about the conditions, and have 
an exchange from two different legal systems? I think 
we’re a long way from doing that, but why shouldn’t 
we be able to do that?

13. SINCE YOU MENTIONED THE UNITED 
NATIONS HUMAN RIGHTS MENU THAT YOU 
ADVOCATE, DO YOU SEE A PROGRESSION 
OR REGRESSION IN TERMS OF HOW HONG 
KONG IS POSITIONED?

Definitely regression. A large part of the blame is on 
our Hong Kong Government, who have not done 
the job of explaining the differences in the systems. 
Instead, the Government basically waved the white 
flag and surrendered the fundamental values for 
Hong Kong. 

14. FROM YOUR EXPERIENCE, WHAT 
ROLE DOES HONG KONG PLAY IN THE 
INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW 
FIELD, IF ANY?

Although I don’t want to trivialize it since it’s affecting 
people’s lives, I still think in some ways it’s an 
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experiment. It’s the ultimate experiment of universal 
values in collision with an authoritarian regime. It is 
a real privilege for me to witness firsthand in various 
fora, through the courts, the Law Society, or cocktail 
parties - those who remain silent and those who don’t 
and how everything unravels. It’s an important area 
to be in.

15. WHAT QUALITIES DO YOU THINK WILL 
HELP ONE SUCCEED AS A HUMAN RIGHTS 
LAWYER?

For students, you want to get as many skills as you 
can in various areas of the law. Don’t specialize. You 
have to be good at networking and you need to be 
good at listening. If you don’t listen, you won’t be able 
to understand what people’s problems are – that’s not 
very good. 
 
You need to have perseverance because there are a 
lot of challenges. You have to work overtime and get 
involved in test cases. You want to see a spectrum of 
cases. Although you might not win your first, after 
seeing a whole bunch of them, you might see patterns 
there that people otherwise don’t see. You need to 
know the law. But get as many skills as you never 
know what might be useful.

16. WHAT CAN STUDENTS DO TO PREPARE 
FOR A CAREER IN HUMAN RIGHTS LAW, 
EITHER FRESH OUT OF LAW SCHOOL OR 
MAKING THE SWITCH LATER IN THEIR 
CAREER? 
 
Get as many skills as you can. I did a shared articling 
when I was in Toronto. I articled in two different 
firms in order to get that diverse experience. One 
was a normal litigation firm and the other was an IP 
firm. Just to get different perspectives and a different 
understanding of what’s going on. You never know 
what might come in handy later on. 

17. DO YOU HAVE ANYTHING TO SAY TO 
OUR STUDENTS WHO ASPIRE TO BE HUMAN 
RIGHTS LAWYERS?

It’s a tough one as my first degree was in molecular 
genetics. At that time, I wanted to find the meaning 
of life through DNA. There’s this DNA full circle as 
to what causes the difference between individuals. 
Really, what makes people tick? 
 
Lately, from what I see, ideologically in the world 
there has been a lot of “DNA politics”. And we still 
haven’t developed very far from nationalistic attitudes 

as opposed to values that are universal. This not only 
can be seen in China but the United States and many 
other countries, where there is an appeal to raw ethnic 
nationalism. You might think of it as a DNA full circle 
in some ways. 

18. DO YOU HAVE ANY ADVICE FOR 
STUDENTS ENTERING THE LEGAL 
INDUSTRY NOW AT A TIME OF POLITICAL 
UNCERTAINTY?  

Keep other options open. Don’t load your eggs in 
one basket. If you are a good singer or a good tennis 
player, keep those options open. If there would be no 
more legal system, I could always go back and teach 
tennis as I used to teach tennis through law school.
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Disclaimer

The Hong Kong Student Law Gazette (the “Gazette”) is an organization completely run by students of 
the Faculty of Law (the “Faculty”) of the Chinese University of Hong Kong. The Gazette is immensely 
grateful for the unwavering support of its sponsors, the Faculty, the interviewees, and the contribution 
from student authors. 

The Gazette aims to bridge the gap between law students and the legal industry. As such, the content of 
the Gazette’s issue is based on quality and the prevailing legal trend without regard to a particular stance. 
The Gazette hereby declares that any ideas or opinions in the issue do not represent the stance of its 
sponsors, the Faculty, and the Gazette as a whole. Likewise, any ideas or opinions expressed in the issue 
represent the views/ stance of the interviewees, student authors, editors-in-chief and editors of the issue 
only to the extent which they have personally expressed about. For the avoidance of doubt: 

• Respective interviewees are only responsible for the interview they have given; 
• Student authors are only responsible for their own articles; 
• Citations for each article are checked and are recorded;
• Editors-in-chief and editors are only responsible for their own pieces under the “Editor’s Column”. 

The Gazette wishes you happy reading.
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